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INNER GUIDANCE
OF THE WORLD
The guidance and inspiration of the inner subjective government of the
planet stand behind all constructive human efforts. Given different names
by people in the East and West—the Spiritual Hierarchy, the Masters of
Wisdom, or the Company of Illumined Minds— its members function as
custodians of the divine Plan. They watch over our evolution and guide
the destiny of humanity. They carry this forward by implanting ideas in
the minds of thinkers and by evoking consciousness, rather than by infringing upon the free will of the human spirit through enforced control.
They are governed by love and wisdom.
More on this theme is given in a compilation of the writings of Alice A.
Bailey and Helena Roerich, The Spiritual Hierarchy: Inner Guidance of
the World, available free from:

School for Esoteric Studies
275 S. French Broad Avenue
Asheville, NC 28803
Email: ses@main.nc.us; www.esotericstudies.net
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Editorial

Evolution of Human Consciousness
Studying the expansion of human consciousness is part of our stated mission, so it is appropriate and timely to devote an issue of the
Esoteric Quarterly to that worthy subject. The
six articles presented here address developments in consciousness on scales ranging from
a few centuries to millions of years.
William Meader’s article reminds us that the
evolutionary journey is marked by ongoing
tension between our higher and lower selves.
The soul constantly urges us forward, while
the personality may resist progress for long
periods, trying to preserve a long-relished position of dominance. However the time comes
when the lower self accepts its destiny and begins to collaborate with the soul. Rapid progress can then take place, and the evolution of
consciousness proceeds apace. The beneficial
effect is not just on the individual. When a
soul takes this momentous step the whole human race receives a positive impulse.
To take a longer perspective, we see that racial
evolution has been promoted by the creation of
successively more perfect physical forms
within which human consciousness could expand. In his article Philip Lindsay surveys the
stages through which, according to Theosophical teachings, the present, fifth rootrace has
evolved. We now stand at the threshold of a
new subrace. And within the next few centuries a whole new rootrace will appear, enabling
the human life-wave to begin the next stage of
its journey. One of the qualities of the next
rootrace allegedly will be enhanced intuition.
Even on the relatively short time-scale of a few
centuries we can see the effects of human evolution on our institutions and our philosophical
and esoteric teachings. We also see how developing human potential is exploited for the
common good. Kim Rogers explores the loss
of long-familiar societal anchors in the late
20th century. The sense of disorientation or
alienation launches people on a search for new
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

meaning. One way it does this is to create new
“religions”—not always of a spiritual nature.
However the forms these religions take have
deep roots in the arcana of antiquity.
Carol Parrish-Harra gives us new insights into
the Agni Yoga teachings, drawing upon her
own experiences and contacts with the Russian
culture from which Helena Roerich emerged.
The teachings provide a manual for ethical
living and the expansion of consciousness. To
be in the vanguard of evolution, Dr. Parrish
explains, is not for the faint-hearted: “There is
no promise of rest, but intense instructions for
those who would confront their own human
frailty and dare to become a disciple of the
fiery world.”
Dorothy Riddle’s article explores the evolution
of human will. Our will, according to esoteric
teachings, is threefold, consisting of the willto-be, will-to-good, and will-to-know. In its
totality the human will reflects that part of the
divine Will that applies to humanity. However
our ability to express the divine will depends
both on our willingness to cooperate with
higher purpose and the degree of conscious
development we have attained.
The final article studies the evolution of esoteric healing in three major pillars of Christianity: the Orthodox, Roman and Anglican
churches. The healing ministry initiated by the
Master Jesus was continued in an uninterrupted tradition of sacramental and pastoral
healing in Eastern Orthodoxy. Just within the
last 100 years, the western churches have taken
a new interest in healing. There is considerable overlap with conventional medical therapies and healing concepts discussed by esoteric
writers. The healing ministry offers rich opportunities for service to all people of goodwill
as well as to trained professionals.
In addition to the articles in this issue, we draw
readers’ attention to the book reviews and to
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the invitation from the School for Esoteric
Studies to participate in the 2007 Subjective
Group Conference. Information is provided on
how to get involved.
As always we hope you enjoy the articles and
other features in this issue. Please share your
thoughts with us on what you read in the Esoteric Quarterly. Your feedback will help us
improve what we are doing. And, of course,
we invite authors to submit articles and book
reviews to the Quarterly. The quality of our
publication depends on the quality—which has
been consistently high—of the articles you
submit.
John Nash
www.uriel.com

Publication Policies

A

rticles are selected for publication in the
Esoteric Quarterly because we believe
they represent a sincere search for truth, support the service mission to which we aspire, or
contribute to the expansion of human consciousness.
Publication of an article does not necessarily
imply that the Editorial Board or the School

for Esoteric Studies agrees with the views expressed. Nor do we have the means to verify
all facts stated in published articles.
We encourage critical thinking and evaluation
of ideas. However, we will not allow this
journal to be used as a platform for attacks on
individuals, institutions or nations. This policy
applies to articles and features as well as to
letters to the editor. In turn, we understand
that the author of an article may not necessarily agree with the views, attitudes or values
expressed by a referenced source. Indeed, serious scholarship sometimes requires reference
to work that the author finds abhorrent. We
will not reject an article for publication simply
on the grounds that it contains a reference to an
objectionable source.
An issue of concern in all online journals is the
potential volatility of content. Conceivably
articles could be modified after the publication
date because authors changed their minds
about what had been written. Accordingly we
wish to make clear our policy on this issue.
We reserve the right to correct minor typographical errors, but we will not make any substantive alteration to an article after it “goes to
press.”

Quotes of the Quarter

T

oday something new is happening. There
is the emergence of a new kingdom in nature, the fifth kingdom; this is the Kingdom of
God on earth or the kingdom of souls. It is
precipitating on earth and will be composed of
those who are becoming group-conscious and
who can work in group formation. This will
be possible, because these people will have
achieved a self-initiated perfection (even if
relative in nature) and will be identified with
certain group expansions of consciousness. It
will also be because they have arrived at love

6

of their fellowmen, just as they have loved
themselves in the past….
Their work will largely be to summarise and
make effective the work of those two great
Sons of God, the Buddha and the Christ. As
you know, One of Them brought illumination
to the world and embodied the principle of
wisdom, and the Other brought love to the
world and embodied in Himself a great cosmic
principle—the principle of love.
Alice Bailey. Discipleship in the New Age, I.
Lucis Publishing Company, 1944.

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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E

xplain to me, please, why it is ridiculous
to believe in God, but not ridiculous to
believe in man? Why it is not ridiculous to
believe in humanity? Why it is stupid to believe in the Kingdom of Heaven but intelligent
to believe in an earthly utopia?
Aleksandr Ivanovich Herzen. Quoted in
The Russian Idea. Lindisfarne Press, 1992

all integrity or perfection, and for this reason
we consider ugly all incomplete things; then
proper proportion or consonance; and finally
clarity and light, and in fact we call beautiful
those things of definite color. And since the
sight of the beautiful implies peace, and since
our appetite is calmed similarly by peacefulness, by the good and by the beautiful, I felt
myself filled with a great consolation and I
thought how pleasant it must be to work in that
place.

M

an most people rightly think a composite
being, but wrongly think a composite of
two parts only, for they reckon the mind as
only a part of the soul, being no less in error
than they who think the soul to be only part of
the body; for the mind is as much better and
more divine than the soul, as the soul is superior to the body. For the conjunction of body
and soul produces . . . . Reason, whereof the
one is the origin of pleasure and pain, the
other, of vice and virtue. Of these three combined things, the earth furnished for the birth
the body, the moon the soul, the sun the mind,
just as he supplies light to the moon. The
death which we die makes the man two instead
of three, the second (death) makes him one out
of two. The first takes place in the region of
Demeter [because the earth] and also the dead
are subject to her, whence the Athenians of old
used to call the [dead] “Demetrians.” The second [death] takes place in the moon, the dominion of Persephone; and of the former the
consort is the Earthly Hermes, of the latter, the
Heavenly. The former separates the soul from
the body, hastily and with violence; but Persephone gently and slowly loosens the mind
from the soul, and for this reason she has been
named the “Only-begotten.”
Plutarch. On the Apparent Face in the Orb
of the Moon, 28. (Transl: K. L. King.)

I

have seen at other times and in other places
many scriptoria, but none where there shone
so luminously, in the outpouring of physical
light which made the room glow, the spiritual
principle that light incarnates radiance, source
of all beauty and learning, inseparable attribute
of that proportion the room embodied. For
three things concur in creating beauty: first of

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

Umberto Eco. The Name of the Rose.
(Transl: W. Weaver.) Harcourt, 1980.

M

edicine in the next century will be built
around certain major premises:
1. Preventive medicine will be the goal, producing the attempt to keep the body in proper
balanced order.
2. Sound sanitation and the providing of
healthy conditions will be regarded as essential.
3. The supply of the right chemical properties
to the physical body will be studied—a science
of chemistry which is yet in its infancy, though
it is becoming a flourishing infant.
4. An understanding of the laws of vitality will
be regarded as of prime importance, and of this
the emphasis today on vitamins and the influence of the sun are wholesome indications.
5. The use of the mind will be regarded, above
everything else, as a factor of major importance: the mind will be seen as the prime influence as regards the centres, for people will be
taught to work on their centres through mental
power and thus produce a right reaction from
the endocrine system. This will necessarily
involve the right directing of thought to a centre, or the withdrawal of attention from a centre, with consequent effect upon the glandular
system. This will all be based upon the occult
law that “Energy follows thought.”
Alice A. Bailey. Esoteric Healing.
Lucis Publishing Company, 1953.

N

eglect of the mind-body link by technological medicine is actually a brief aberration when viewed against the whole history of
7
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the healing art. In traditional tribal medicine
and in Western practice from its beginning in
the work of Hippocrates, the need to operate
through the patient’s mind has always been
recognized. Until the nineteenth century,
medical writers rarely failed to note the influence of grief, despair, or discouragement on
the onset and outcome of illness, nor did they
ignore the healing effects of faith, confidence,
and peace of mind. Contentment used to be
considered a prerequisite for health.
The modern medicine man has gained so much
power over certain diseases through drugs,
however, that he has forgotten about the potential strength within the patient. One elderly

8

physician friend recently told me of reading
the diary of his uncle, also a doctor. In the
early years, the diarist always recorded what
happened to the individual or the community
prior to an illness or epidemic, but as medicine
became more technological, this part of the
history grew less and less important to him and
finally was omitted altogether. Awareness of
the mind’s powers was lost as medicine cast
out all “soft data, the information that’s not
easily quantified or scientific.
Bernie S. Siegel, MD. Love, Medicine
& Miracles. Harper & Row, 1986.

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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The Evolution of Consciousness:
Two Merge as One
William Meader

Summary

T

his article examines the nature of consciousness and its evolution. Its fundamental premise is that human consciousness is
dual, consisting of a higher and lower mind.
The higher mind is guided by the soul, while
the lower is governed by the self-serving interests of the personality. Over the course of
many incarnations, the personality learns to
yield to the authority of the higher mind, thus
becoming a servant to the soul. This is the
process of soul-infusion, and is the root principle underlying the evolution of consciousness.
In this way, two minds learn to work as one.
Because of this process, a variety of psychological anomalies can sometimes arise. These
problems are predictable, and indicate the crises of the personality as it slowly learns to
yield to the soul’s wisdom and guidance.

Introduction

what science considers evolution, Esotericism
sees as merely its effect.
It is important to realize that human consciousness is dual in its nature. Within every
human being there are two fundamental layers
of consciousness—one pertaining to the mind
of the personality (ego), and the other is the
consciousness of the soul. Sometimes called
the lower and higher minds, these two aspects
of consciousness are often at odds with each
other. The rational lower mind will think one
thing, while the wisdom of the higher suggests
something different. Yet, spiritual evolution is
not based upon the rejection of the lower in
favor of the higher. Rather, it is to merge the
two together as one. It is the process by which
the wisdom of the soul gradually infuses itself
into the mind of the personality. In the deepest
sense, this is the most fundamental goal underlying human evolution, and its consummation
is enlightenment itself.

Soul and Personality
Distinctions

W

hen we consider the nature of human
evolution, we typically consider it in
physical terms. We usually think about it as it
pertains to the changes occurring to the physical form over vast periods of time. According
to science, natural selection and adaptation to
the environment are the forces that create this
change. However, the Esoteric Philosophy
views this in a slightly different manner. Instead of seeing it as a physical event, it is understood as a dynamic process occurring
within consciousness. It is consciousness that
is evolving, and physical form will, over time,
reflect these changes. The evolution of the
physical body simply represents the adjustments that form naturally makes in response to
the gradual changes occurring within the human psyche. This is quite different than the
view held by the scientific community. Indeed,

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

I

n order to grasp the infusion process, we
must first understand the difference between
the consciousness of the personality and that of
the soul. Indeed, discerning this difference is a
prerequisite to the infusion process. Comparatively, the consciousness of the soul is gov-

About the Author
William Meader is an author, teacher and counselor
whose work is focused on spiritual creativity, the
evolution of consciousness and the astrology of the
soul. He also teaches meditation practices. Currently he is teaching in the United States, Canada,
Europe, Australia, and New Zealand. For further
information see www.meader.org.
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ity willingly yields to the soul’s direction,
erned by wisdom, while the personality is diwhile another part continues to assert its own
rected by knowledge and desire. Unlike the
agenda. This is why people sometimes feel
personality, the soul is motivated by selfless
frustrated by their lack of spiritual progress.
love, and is sensitive to the welfare and needs
At times we feel very connected to the higher
of the larger whole. This sensitivity is based
qualities emitted by the soul. Yet, at other
upon the soul’s ability to recognize humanity’s
times this unexpectedly disappears, leaving us
essential oneness. The personality is not capafeeling spiritually disconnected. There are
ble of this. Instead, it is separative in its peractually several reasons for this. One reason is
ceptions and is driven by the need to fulfill its
that, at the moment of disconnection, the perown ambitions. When a person consciously
sonality has reasserted its control. Hence we
steps unto the spiritual path, it suggests that
experience a swinging
s/he is starting to recback and forth between the
ognize (to some dehigher and lower parts of
gree) these differBy its very nature, the perourselves. This leads to
ences. This is what
sonality tends to be resistant many things, including the
eventually propels
him/her to live a more
to the soul’s higher prompt- tendency to divide life into
departments—one
spiritually dedicated
ings. For many incarnations two
dedicated to the spiritual
life, and marks the
it has been the director of
dimension of life, and the
beginning of the infusion process.
life, and as a result, does not other toward the secular.
Indeed, the dual nature of
Though the evolution
easily let go of its control…
consciousness tends to creof the mind is based
Part
of
the
personality
willate a dual life.
upon the fusion of
ingly yields to the soul’s dithese two categories
Emerging
of consciousness, it
rection, while another part
Psychological
should not be assumed
continues
to
assert
its
own
that, by so doing, both
Problems
agenda. This is why people
will have equal conn addition to the vaciltrol. The soul needs
sometimes feel frustrated by
lation occurring between
the personality in orthe
soul and personality,
their lack of spiritual proder to effectively exthere are psychological
press itself in the outer
gress.
anomalies that can arise
world. This is the pribecause of the infusion
mary purpose of the
process. For example, as
infusion process, for
the soul tries to infuse itself into the personalthe destiny of the personality is to act as the
ity, feelings of depression can emerge. To unsoul’s outer agent. Yet, this can only happen
derstand this it must be remembered that the
when the personality willingly yields to the
soul represents a higher energy system. When
soul’s authority and direction. Needless to say,
it tries to infuse more of itself into the personthis is not an easy thing to achieve, and it usuality, the lower self can easily feel overally takes many incarnations to fully accomwhelmed by the experience. The personality
plish.
becomes aware (to some degree) of the wisBy its very nature, the personality tends to be
dom of the soul and what it seeks to express.
resistant to the soul’s higher promptings. For
Yet, this heightened stimulation can cause the
many incarnations it has been the director of
personality to feel besieged and unable to live
life, and as a result, does not easily let go of its
up to the soul’s higher promptings. In such
control. Because of this, most people who are
cases depression can ensue.
consciously trying to live a more spiritual life
Another psychological anomaly that can
are partially soul-infused. Part of the personalemerge is ego inflation, but for the opposite

I
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reason. Instead of the personality feeling unable to cope with the added stimulation, it absorbs it in such a way that the ego becomes
amplified. Contrary to what we would normally think, greater soul-infusion may initially
lead to the amplification of egotistical tendencies. Fortunately, when the new level of infusion has stabilized, ego inflation dies down and
greater selflessness emerges.
From this it should not be inferred that when a
person is suffering from depression or ego inflation they must be experiencing soulinfusion. Most of the time these types of problems stem from struggles experienced by the
personality alone, and are unrelated to the soul.
Nonetheless, when a person is consciously
walking the path, this alternative understanding of these psychological problems (as well as
others) should be considered.

Recognized Effects of
Soul Infusion

A

s the soul gradually infuses itself into the
personality, its presence can be recognized in a variety of ways. To begin, an individual will increasingly feel the need to make a
positive contribution to the betterment of
something beyond him/herself. Because the
wisdom of the soul is oriented toward service,
it gives impulse to actions that support the larger whole. A soul-infused individual also
tends to understand life by using broad and
abstract truths to interpret events. In addition,
the perception of circumstance will gradually
change. Events that may seem random, to the
personality, are realized as meaningful when
the soul begins to contribute to the shaping of
one’s perception.

impersonal than the love felt by the personality, though far more inclusive.

Summation:
Two Merge as One

W

e have seen that the mind (and its gradual development) is the root that gives
rise to evolution. The lower aspects of consciousness shape the personality and its perceptions, while the higher contains the wisdom
of the soul. When a person finally begins to
commit him/herself to living a more soul-filled
life, this inner duality becomes more easily
recognized. And, from this realization, the
journey toward enlightenment begins. It is a
journey that moves forward as the soul is able
to infuse itself (incrementally) into the personality. In truth, the soul needs the personality.
Its role is to be the outer garment through
which the soul expresses its wisdom. Yet this
can only happen when the personality yields to
the soul’s guiding light.
When the personality begins to let go, a variety
of psychological reactions will often occur.
Reactions such as depression, phobic tendencies and/or the rise in egotistical behaviors, are
just a few examples. These reactions simply
represent the initial challenges felt by the personality as it gradually learns to be guided by
the soul. Such is the nature of spiritual evolution. It is to blend the soul and personality
together. The two must merge as one. When
this is fully achieved, enlightenment is at hand,
and one’s capacity to demonstrate selfless service is profound.

As soul-infusion increases, there is far less
emphasis on the personal aspects of life.
Rather, the oneness of humanity and its evolutionary needs become the focus of life’s attention. Love is also experienced differently. The
soul is a carrier of deep and abiding love.
When it expresses itself through the soulinfused portion of the personality, the individual becomes less preoccupied with the desire
for personal love. Now the love of humanity
becomes the primary theme of life. Comparatively speaking, the love of the soul is more
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.
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Sword of
Shamballa
Barbara Domalske
Sword of Shamballa brings
new understanding of the
mystery of the Return of
Christ. Unveiling new energies at work, it stimulates faith and expectancy that the return
is near.

In paperback and e-book formats
from booksellers nationwide
or from AuthorHouse,
www.authorhouse.com/BookStore.

Price $19.70
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The Subraces of the Fifth Rootrace
Phillip Lindsay

Abstract

U

nderstanding past evolution will be ultimately most empowering for Humanity as
it is still locked within the veils of illusion regarding its true origins. In The Secret Doctrine
by H.P. Blavatsky (HPB) are given many references to the Fifth Rootrace of Humanity.
For the past 100 years or so there has been a
problem for esoteric students in identifying the
correct chronology and subraces of this Race,
creating much confusion and bewilderment.
This article seeks to untangle and correct past
mistakes through utilizing the very information
HPB has already given us, scattered throughout her books; it also demonstrates how other
commentators have compounded the problem
through misinterpretations and claim-making.
The works of Alice A. Bailey provide some
essential missing links, demonstrating the veracity of the same stream of spiritual knowledge that flowed from Blavatsky to Bailey—
one being incomplete without the other.1

Introduction

T

here has been some confusion and misconceptions in esoteric circles about the
correct subraces of the Fifth Rootrace. Just as
the history of the first 2.5 rootraces is witheld
by the Masters, so it seems that the history of
the first 2.5 subraces of the Fifth Rootrace has
been made deliberately obscure.

Nowhere in The Secret Doctrine or any of the
writings of H. P. Blavatsky (HPB) is there a
list of the names of the subraces of the Fifth
Rootrace, although there are scattered references to them. For instance, in Isis Unveiled
there are many references to the Aethiopians
(speculated as the second subrace) and only
two references in The Secret Doctrine. This
problem has been compounded by theosophical authors who have projected their own in-

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

terpretation and speculations upon HPB’s writings.2
Unquestioningly referenced by various commentators who came later, the subraces are
invariably shown as:
1. Hindu.
2. Arabian.
3. Iranian.
4. Celtic.
5. Teutonic.
The main contention and confusion lies around
the assignation of the Arabian, Iranian and
Egyptian; it is proposed that the following is
more accurate:
1. Hindu.
2. Aethiopian-Egyptian.
3. Arab-Semitic-Persian.
4. Celtic.
5. Teutonic.
With regard to this sequence of the Hindu and
Egyptian, the following provides one clue:
Two most ancient people of the Fifth Root
Race, the Hindu Aryans and the Egyptians
… the Egyptians, whose first settlers had
evidently come from Southern India …3
There has been much interaction between all
the branchraces, subraces and rootraces, especially in Asia Minor and the Middle East. This

About the Author
Phillip Lindsay has been a teacher of the Ageless
Wisdom and esoteric astrology for over 20 years.
He has lectured in New Zealand, Europe and America as well as in his native Australia. He is the author of several books. Further information is available at: www.esotericastrologer.org, and he can be
contacted at phillip@esotericastrologer.org.
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is probably the major factor for confusion
amongst exoteric anthropologists and ethnologists on the one hand, and esotericists on the
other. For the latter there are also conflicting
statements, for instance Isis Unveiled refers to
the Aethiopians as not being semitic, yet elsewhere says they are!

sage in Scripture where Persia designates the
tract which has been called above “Persia
proper” is Ezek. 38:5. Elsewhere the empire
is intended. The Persians were of the same
race as the Medes, both being branches of
the great Aryan stock.4

From the above it can be seen how Ancient
Persia was also a generic term which described
territory that was the home of the first three
Confusion has also partly arisen from the persubraces of the Fifth Rootrace. One could
ception of modern versus ancient types. For
imagine the migrations from the first subrace
instance, modern Iran (ancient Persia) speaks
home in India, across to Egypt and the countsome Arabic but has few true semites (Jews,
less co-mingling of races north and south of
Assyrians, and Arabs) in the population. It is
these locations:
mainly composed of the descendants of the
The “Fallen Angels” and
ancient Aryans, plus
the legend of the “War in
Kurds, Turks and ArHeaven” is thus purely
There
has
been
much
inmenians. Half the
pagan in its origin and
population speaks Farsi
teraction between all the
comes from India viâ Per(Parsi/Persis) the official
branchraces,
subraces
and
sia
and Chaldea.5
language of Iran, a descendant of the Indorootraces, especially in
The Persians seem to beIranian languages.
long to some part of the
Asia Minor and the Midthird subrace as the “third
Iran means “Land of the
dle East. This is probably
aspect” is quite pronounced
Aryans,” alluding to its
the major factor for confu- in them. The modern day
ancient Persian ancestry
Parsis (from “Persis”) in
which hails from the
sion amongst exoteric anst
India are well known for
Hindu (1 ) subrace. In
thropologists and ethnolotheir commercial flair (third
ancient times India went
gists
on
the
one
hand,
and
ray). The famous Persian
well beyond its current
carpet recalls “The
borders:
esotericists on the other.
Weaver,” one of the appelPersia proper was a
lations of the Lord of the
tract of no very large
Third Ray. There was a
dimensions on the Persian Gulf, which is
rich tradition of magic and astrology (on the
still known as Fars or Faristan, a corruption
third ray line) amongst the Persian Magi. The
of the ancient appellation. This tract was
following delineates some racial strains:
bounded on the west by Susiana or Elam, on
It is to this period [Lemuria] that we have to
the north by Media, on the south by the Perlook for the first appearance of the Ancessian Gulf and on the east by Carmania. But
tors of those, who are termed by us the most
the name is more commonly applied, both in
ancient peoples of the world—now called
Scripture and by profane authors, to the enrespectively the Aryan Hindus, the Egyp
tire tract which came by degrees to be included within the limits of the Persian emtians, and the oldest Persians, on the one
pire. This empire extended at one time from
hand, and the Chaldees and Phœnicians on
the other.6
India on the east to Egypt and Thrace on the
west, and included, besides portions of
Ancient Persians need to be distinguished from
Europe and Africa, the whole of western
the Chaldeans. This passage states clearly,
Asia between the Black Sea, the Caucasus,
especially using the specific word “respecthe Caspian and the Jaxartes on the north,
tively,” the consecutive subrace or branchrace
the Arabian desert, the Persian Gulf and the
order: 1, 2, 3 for Hindu, Egyptian and Persian.
Indian Ocean on the south. The only pas1. Persians and the Third Subrace (5.3)
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It may even indicate the Persians were the first
branchrace, i.e. 5.3.1 or 5.3.2—that is, that
they were generated by the second Egyptian
subrace and carried that “2” resonance into
their branchrace. The Phoenicians on the other
hand may be of the branchrace 5.3.3 or 5.3.4.

Elsewhere,
…the first approximately fully developed
human beings at the close of the Third Rootrace, the “golden-coloured,” yellowcomplexioned men, after their separation
into sexes…9

For the Persians, fruitful sources of investigation lie within the Zoroastrian tradition, the
Doctrines of Ahura-Mazda and the fire worshippers of ancient Persia. Nevertheless, the
Persian mysteries are very esoteric and share
the degree of depth that the Hindu tradition
bears.

Note “at the close of the Third Root-race,” as
this period (3.5–3.7) corresponds to the early
subraces of the Fourth Rootrace (4.1–4.2).
Hence the yellow colours correspond properly
to each other. (See Table 1.)

Colour and the Races
The Chaldeans and Phoenicians belong to a
different genus, yet both carry a strong thirdaspect quality like the Persians. These five
types in two groupings have different origins:
Thus, while the Aryans are the descendants
of the yellow Adams, the gigantic and
highly civilized Atlanto-Aryan race, the
Semites—and the Jews along with them—
are those of the red Adam.7
The punctuation in the above passage leaves it
a little ambiguous, however what is meant in
this context is that the “yellow adams” are the
“Atlanto-Aryan race.” In other words, the
Aryans (5th R.R.) evolved from the AtlantoAryan race. This brings us to an important
added consideration about colour and the races
as there are some seeming contradictions. In
one place HPB says the following:
Thus two by two, on the seven zones, the
third (race) gave birth to the fourth (race
men)… The first (race) on every zone was
moon-coloured (yellow white); the second,
yellow, like gold; the third, red; the fourth,
brown, which became black with sin. The
first seven (human) shoots were all of one
complexion in the beginning. The next
(seven, the sub-races) began mixing their
colours (b).8
The “first (race)” etc. refers to the first
subraces of the Atlantean rootrace. Hence the
following table show the colours of the first
four subraces of this Fourth Rootrace:
4.1–yellow-white. 4.2–yellow-gold.
4.3–red. 4.4–brown > black.
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

2. Arabs and the Third Subrace (5.3)
Red is generically assigned to the Third Rootrace, partially corroborated by red assigned to
the third subrace of Atlantis (4.3). Red and the
Third Rootrace is further corroborated in the
following:
Dhyani Chenresi is suggestive of the esoteric teaching. He is evidently, like Daksha,
the synthesis of all the preceding Races and
the progenitor of all the human Races after
the Third [Rootrace], the first complete one,
and thus is represented as the culmination of
the four primeval races in his eleven-faced
form. It is a column built in four rows, each
series having three faces or heads of different complexions: the three faces for each
race being typical of its three fundamental
physiological transformations. The first is
white (moon-coloured); the second is yellow; the third, red-brown; the fourth, in
which are only two faces—the third face being left a blank—(a reference to the untimely end of the Atlanteans) is brownblack.10
Note that yellow is not mentioned for Atlantis
and is probably the missing face. Brown-black
corresponds to 4.4 (4th subrace, 4th Rootrace).
As this is its archetypal expression, so brownblack may be the archetypal or generic colour.
Hence, to return to the passage in question:
Thus, while the Aryans are the descendants
of the yellow Adams, the gigantic and
highly civilized Atlanto-Aryan race, the
Semites—and the Jews along with them—
are those of the red Adam.11
The Semites and the Jews, or third subrace of
the Fifth Rootrace (5.3) have an excellent cor15
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Table 1. Jewish and Egyptian Patriarchs (Manus):
Subraces of the Fifth Rootrace

Subrace

Patriarch

Subrace Starts

210,000
Increments

5.1

Enoch

1,050,000

188,519

1,050,000

5.2

Menes

861,481

252,000

840,000

5.3

Abraham

609,481

151,200

630,000

5.4

Isaac

458,281

246,960

420,000

5.5

Jacob

211,321 or 87,841

209,821

210,000 (closer
to 100,000)

5.6

Moses

1,372 BC

respondence for several reasons:
1. The Third Rootrace is generically red.
2. The third subrace of the Fourth Rootrace is
red.
3. Both of the above correspond to the third
subrace of the Fifth Rootrace (5.3)—as an ongoing synthesis of all that has gone before.
4. A deeper association of the Jewish race
with the first solar system, esoterically the
third because of the third aspect of Intelligence
developed therein. A possible ongoing association in this solar system in the third chain of
this Earth Scheme.12
5. Ancestors of the Jewish race present around
Individualisation (3.3–3.4) and in the latter
subraces of Lemuria (3.6, 3.7) as advanced
disciples on the path.
Further evidence of the Fifth Rootrace
subraces lies in the following statement:
The original three disciples [in late Lemuria]
and their family groups were the ancestors
of three major racial groupings, which can
be generalised as follows:
1. The Semitic race or races of Biblical and
modern times; the Arabs, the Afghans, the
Moors and the offshoots and affiliations of
those peoples, including the modern Egyptians. These are all descended from the eldest of the three disciples. [3rd subrace, 5.3]
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2. The Latin peoples and their various
branches throughout the world, and also the
Celtic races wherever found. These are descended from the second of the three disciples. [4th subrace, 5.4]
3. The Teutons, the Scandinavians, and the
Anglo-Saxons, who are the descendants of
the third of the three disciples.13 [5th
subrace, 5.5]
Note, out of the subraces listed above, the first
and second subraces of the Fifth Rootrace are
not mentioned: The Hindu and the AethiopianAncient Egyptian. The Persians or Iranians are
also not mentioned and probably come under
the “offshoots and affiliations” of the Semitic
race. Dari, a Persian dialect, constitutes one of
the main languages in Afghanistan.
These three subraces above may also have a
direct correlation with subraces 3, 4, 5 of the
Third Rootrace discussed earlier. Although the
third subrace derives from the first subrace,
there is a great difference between them:
The Semites, especially the Arabs, are later
Aryans—degenerate in spirituality and perfected in materiality. To these belong all
the Jews and the Arabs. The former are a
tribe [Kalani] descended from the Tchandalas of India, the outcasts, many of them
ex-Brahmins, who sought refuge in Chaldea,
in Scinde, and Aria (Iran), and were truly
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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born from their father A-bram (No Brahmin)
some 8,000 years B.C. The latter, the Arabs, are the descendants of those Aryans
who would not go into India at the time of
the dispersion of nations, some of whom
remained on the borderlands thereof, in Afghanistan and Kabul, and along the Oxus,
while others penetrated into and invaded
Arabia.14
Further,
… the immense chasm between Aryan and
Semitic religious thought: two opposite
poles—Sincerity and Concealment. With
the Brahmins, who have never invested with
an “original Sin” element the natural procreative functions of mankind…15
Note this phrasing, “chasm,” not just “differences.” Perhaps this indicates that there is a
whole subrace difference of thought between
the first and third subraces. In Table 1 are
some arbitrary dates that go with the subraces.
They are worked out from 210,000 divisions
and are a linear approach only. It is the author’s contention that the first three or perhaps
four subraces were sent forth by the Manu between 1,000,000 to 850,000 years ago.

4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15
16

further corroboration of the Hindus and Egyptians being the first two subraces of the Fifth
Rootrace, see Linday, The Hidden History of
Humanity, Section III, “Esoteric Interpretation
of Genesis.” Apollo Publishing, 2006.
Smith’s Bible Dictionary CD. Thomas Nelson
Publishing 1997. (Author’s italics.)
The Secret Doctrine I, H.P. Blavatsky. Theosophical Publishing Company, 1888, p.198.
The Secret Doctrine II, p.328
Ibid., p.426.
Ibid., p.227.
Ibid., p.198.
Ibid., p.178.
Ibid., p.426.
Phillip Lindsay. “History of the Jewish Race:
From the First Solar System to Israel” in Destiny of the Races and Nations. Apollo Publishing, 2006
Esoteric Psychology I, Alice A. Bailey. Lucis,
1936, p.400.
Ibid. (Author’s italics: Note ‘materiality’ relates to 3rd aspect).
The Secret Doctrine I, p.383.
Lindsay, The Hidden History of Humanity.

There is ample evidence of this given in other
essays in The Hidden History of Humanity16
that also contains other alternative timelines.
The third section of this work is devoted to an
esoteric interpretation of Genesis and demonstrates how all the Jewish patriarchs from
Adam onward represent the subraces of Lemuria, Atlantis and the Aryan race.

1

2

3

This article is extracted from the author’s book
The Hidden History of Humanity. Apollo Publishing, 2006.
Man, Whence, How and Whither, by Annie Besant and Charles W. Leadbeater, Theosophical
Publishing House, 1913, is a fascinating book
full of distortions that must be read with the
greatest discrimination. Generally, it must be
said, these respective author’s books (nonchannelled) are quite sound and accurate.
The Secret Doctrine II, H. P. Blavatsky. Theosophical Publishing Company, 1888, p.603.
Isis Unveiled II, New York, 1877, p.426. For
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The Rise of the “New Religions” in the
Western World
Kim Rogers

Summary

T

he background from which “new religions” arise appears to be a loss of worldorientation, that is, an understanding of what
to hold by, to rely on. Since it was once present, there is a turn to the past to find what
sense of reality one’s predecessors were
guided by. The elements sought for seem to
be rooted in the world of the initiate, which,
when they are syncretistically combined, give
content to many arcane learning-ancient religion movements from the 5th century BCE
to today.

Loss of World-Orientation

A

problem well worth consideration within
the human studies, and particularly in the
history of religions, is how there could have
arisen a number of so-called “new religions”
over the last two-and-a-half millennia that
have great similarities but most times had no
historical connection with each other. This
essay proposes a solution to this problem.
Several times in the course of history of the
societies of the West1 there has occurred,
among some segments of these societies, a
slippage or loss of the world-orientation which
had given their forefathers a state of adequacy
between themselves and their circumstances.
Loss of orientation means a state of passive
release of a certain hold one has had on reality—a letting go that may be coupled with a
certain revulsion at such a way of dealing with
reality—in which one experiences increasing
bewilderment, even feels chaos as impending.
William Butler Yeats (who was very deeply
involved in several occult movements) describes this experience in the familiar lines
from his poem “The Second Coming”:
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Things fall apart. The center cannot hold.
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
… and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned.2
Such a loss of orientation results in a new perception of the land of one's birth as an alien
abode, a strange land. A person experiences
something like an “unaccountable movement
of the boundaries,” a “forgetting of the location of the graves of the ancestors.” One has
lost one’s place in a homeland and is left only
with the disturbing feeling that a world whose
form one doesn't quite remember is hiding
from one in the shrubbery, under the masks
and costumes of these people, behind the facades of their houses, beyond those hills.
Gone is the universe with which a person can
feel kinship, the order in which one has one’s
place,3 and as this happens the universe loses
for one its moral character and becomes indifferent to one’s aspirations. One suffers the lot
of an exile who is lonely, unprotected, uncomprehending in a situation that seems at times
full of danger.
The weakening of a society's world-orientation
has been concomitant with the weakening of
its religion's power to inform the members of
that society concerning what they may hold by,
rely on, guide themselves by. This is true even
when “religion” continues as one factor in a
person's life—indeed, the effective sign of the
faltering of a religion is when it becomes one
among other parts of the culture of a society.

About the Author
W. Kim Rogers is emeritus professor of Philosophy
at East Tennessee State University. He is the author of Reason and Life and articles published in
Journal of the History of Ideas and other journals.
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As it no longer enlightens its adherents about
the meaning of their world, a religion then becomes just a formal institution of behavior and
belief.
Some members of society may then adopt an
extreme position of support for certain present
expressions of their religious tradition by
which they tie their hopes completely to the
world as it is and cannot understand how others can live otherwise, how “credit” can be
established under any other conditions. They
have nowhere else to turn that they can see
except to anarchy—an indication, perhaps, of
how close they really are to such anarchy
themselves. It is their religion's ability to supply certain stimuli for their emotions, the feeling of danger avoided, of personal security
obtained, which is most important to them.
However, other persons have already despaired
of the present. It seems to such a person that
those who adhere to the traditional religion
now have new gods, or rather false gods, and
the real gods have gone away. The real gods
for one thus are precisely the gods who must
be sought. The individual's experience of the
strangeness of the world is a reflection of one’s
own religious estrangement, a feeling of impending misfortune or even threat of destruction has its roots in one’s sense of the absence
of the real gods. True religion becomes for
one then a way of seeking the real gods—a
way of “salvation.”
The rise of certain new religious movements in
the West, and today also in Korea and Japan, is
to be accounted for then in terms of a need for
the security of a world made meaningful by
religion for those who no longer find the traditional religion of their society viable. They are
responses, not to the experience of disorientation directly, but rather to the weakening of a
traditional religion as the source of orientation
within society, for they seek the solution to this
problem in a substitute religion.

Turn to the Past

F

rom one's experience of homelessness and
exile there arises an anguish and a homesickness for a world one has never known.
When persons are no longer sure of their ideas,
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when they do not know what to hope for, work
for, or expect in the world, when they can no
longer identify present and future, then there
may be a turn to the past4—when, it is supposed, the meaning of things and the right
ways of relating to them were all known by
sages or ancestors or gods—and make this
their past. But this past seems “hidden,” to be
a secret. One feels that he will be freed from
one’s bounds to this alien world if one just
knew… what one is sure was known by the
great men of the past and still is known by a
few custodians of this secret knowledge of
one’s own day.
One is like an orphan who on discovering
one’s condition wants to have a home of one’s
own and roots, a position in a system of social
relationships in which one will be instructed or
guided by those superior in knowledge and age
who know the “way.” Because one does not
know anything about oneself except that one
needs to be someone important to someone and
to belong somewhere, to have a status-role in a
society which extends even to the powers of
the universe, one seeks a domestication of reality but, as might an orphan, through the composing of a fantastic household.
Because this past religious interpretation of the
world seems to be hidden, to be a secret, I shall
refer then to the attempts to recover it as the
ancient learning - arcane religion movements.
From this hopeful turn (that nevertheless borders on melancholia) towards a religious past
with which one is not himself acquainted, and
which in this its seeming occult character acquires the form of mystery, comes one’s
imaginative invention of a new past. But one
is not, must not be, in this original. One finds
for oneself a connection with the past by borrowing syncretistically from religious expressions whose origins are distant in time.5
These, however, may be partially, at least,
cloaked in the garb of the latest form of learning or a more pure and “original” expression of
the religion of the majority of members of
one’s society.
From whence comes the intimation of a “lost
past” which guides one's choice of the sort of
things which are to be borrowed? This comes,
it seems to me, in addition to folklore and tales
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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preserved by rural populations, such as is
found in Ireland or Southeastern Europe, from
a subculture which is transmitted in part to
children through the way adults sometimes talk
to them (e.g., babies are found under cabbages
or a stork brought them, the boogy man or
ghosts or goblins will get you if you don't
watch out, etc.) and the stories (“fairy-tales”)
adults tell them, and in part through the lore of
older children (a penny in your shoe will bring
you luck, and so will crossing your fingers,
etc.). According to Iona and Peter Opie, famous for their studies of folklore, children
“remain tradition's warmest friends,” and their
lore changes very little from generation to generation over very long periods indeed, for instance, Roman children's lore being almost
identical with that of today's children.
Children's beliefs fall into a definite pattern,
the dominant motive of which, Opie and Opie
say, is a concern with the things that they think
will bring good luck or bad.6 These beliefs and
their attendant practices along with much folklore have their roots, apparently, in the way
reality appears within a given past religious
orientation, perhaps beginning with the worldpicture of hunting based societies. It certainly
existed within some of the food-producing heroic societies of Southeastern Europe and persisted in similar societies in Northern Europe
through the period of the Middle Ages. This
religious world-picture is in my opinion then,
the “forgotten” or “lost past” which these disoriented and “homeless” persons seek to recover.

World of the Initiate

T

he world then was viewed in the light of
some form of the ceremony of initiation.
This ceremony is an orientating act-metaphor
of such societies through which the “marks”
are set by which the members of these societies "take their bearings" and learn what to rely
on, what one can direct or guide oneself by and
through which a given society's range of activities are thereafter located.
Initiatory ceremonies are the usual means by
which a change in social status is effected.
This may be the transition from childhood into
adulthood, entrance into secret societies or pro-
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fessions, or even into full membership into
one's social class, caste or society. There is
also the initiation of the shaman which, though
it still involves one's social status, is much
more individualistic than these. In general,
initiation involves a body of ceremonies and
oral teachings through which the initiate becomes a different being: it is viewed as natural
for things to be transformed into other things,
as when warriors become bears, wolves, or
persons undergo a change of sex, social status,
and so on.
The initiation of the child into the society of
adults may well serve here as a paradigm. It is
a time when the child learns the lore and traditions of his society, learns his position in the
real, that is, the adult world. In this process the
initiate often undergoes physical tests and ordeals such as circumcision or scarification, the
knocking out of a tooth or cutting off of a finger joint, and even at times experiences sheer
terror. The end result, however, is that he
thereby comes into a new form of social life
not shared by the uninitiated.
As birth installs a person in a world, so to
move from one social world to another is often
interpreted by primitive peoples as a process of
rebirth. The majority of initiatory ordeals,
Mircea Eliade says in his renowned study of
initiation, imply a ritual death and new birth,7
but one returns to life under a new form. That
is, one thereby assumes a superior mode of
being patterned on a model revealed by ancestors or heroes or gods and previously known
only to those—one's elders—who were initiated earlier.
The initiate gains a history—a sacred history—
of which one was before not only in ignorance
but to which one’s life had not the least conscious connection, although others all around
one, one’s elders, knew it and existed through
it. To the initiated adult, it appears that one
has lived successively lives or in two worlds
and understands then how as a child, beings
belonging to another world appeared simultaneously in one’s own.
Corresponding to the plurality of age groupings, or rather, divisions of social status, there
are two or more divisions of being which are
21
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recognized, and the crossing of whose boundaries is given to the initiated. Beings may exist
successively or even simultaneously in them.
The passage of human beings from one to another is viewed as dependent upon knowledge
received from those (shamans, mages, masters,
etc.) already “in the know” and attended by
diverse difficulties and perils.

manhood is the ordeal by which a boy demonstrates his ability to win one or more of those
“wild” powers to his service through showing
that he can survive in the wilderness, or by
obtaining a “vision,” meeting a “spirit,” and so
on. The ordeal of the shaman ought also to be
remembered in this connection.

This view of the things which human beings
meet with in the world pre-supposes (and in
These different regions of being are given spathe domestication of animals and plants it is
tial location in some societies in terms of an
demonstrated) that they are relatable to and
upper world (sky) and lower world (earth),
indeed are relating to human beings, that they
although in others the “other” world is located
understand, sympathize
down the river, or
(or the contrary) and
across or even under
communicate with perthe sea. In the former
[R]eality is conceived of as
sons. When this view is
case, passage to an upbeing concerned with percombined with the view
per world may be afsons and their activities…
of a plurality of regions
forded by a tall rock or
of being, then these afmountain, a tree or even This reality is viewed as
fairs can be seen as
the center pole of a tent.
comprised of two or more
manifestations in this
Sometimes a subterraworlds. They are arranged
world of the “spiritual”
nean world (hell, hades,
powers of the “other”
etc.) is added producing
hierarchically according to
world. “Spirits” then
the familiar threedegrees of enlightenment,
can mean either invisible
storied universe.
the world in which a person
beings or familiar natural
The other regions of
or manufactured material
finds himself being the lowbeing are in many ways
beings (e.g., plants, anianalogous to that of the
est, and communication and
mals, snakes, birds, or
sensuously perceivable,
portions of these, and
movement
from
world
to
although greater power
stones, axes, spears,
world is possible. A person
and/or authority bepipes, etc.) which also
longs to beings inhabitmay enter these other
have an existence in aning these other regions.
other, often human, form
worlds
by
obtaining
knowlFrom the "other" world
in another region of beanimal "spirits" are reedge—often ecstatically—of
ing. Note that in “fairy
leased to replenish the
world,
gods
and
self.
tales” this older worldgame, for a new living
picture is preserved:
being is given, not
beasts are “spirits” (talkmade. To that "other"
ing animals) and sometimes spirits take human
world go the "spirits" of the dead of the comor semi-human forms, as for instance, the
munity—whose need there, it seems are much
pooka, centaur, mermaid, and so forth.
the same, to judge by the presence of food and
Shamanism, which is a development within
other useful articles included in their graves.
this initiatory interpretation of reality as comIt is in connection with this plurality of regions
prising two or more regions of being, deserves
of being that we ought also to place beliefs in
special mention here. The shaman is the one
omens and talismans. Alongside of causes—
who knows the way from one region of being
which primitive peoples have understood quite
to another, but as this way can be entered only
well—must be put harmful or helpful influby dying; then he is the man who can “die”
ences, that is, a form of authority related to
and “return to life” many times. He is initiated
status. In some primitive societies, the rite of
22
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either in solitude or by elder shamans—the
ordeals of which are themselves experienced
usually as death by dismemberment and rebirth. Through his initiation, the shaman
learns the techniques of dying and returning to
life (that is, of falling into an ecstatic trance
and awakening), what to do when this occurs
and how to orient himself in the unknown regions which he enters during his ecstasy.
The shaman learns the road to the villages of
the dead, the dangers to avoid as he climbs the
World Tree into the different heavens above to
meet the gods, the location of the hole by
which he may descend into the underworld, the
methods of winning the favor of the “mistress
of animals” who dwells below the sea and so
on. The shaman is the one who understands
the mysteries of life and death. Further, he
develops forms of music, poetry, and art to
express all this.
Because of his ability to transcend the region
of being in which his own bodily existence is
found, the shaman can act like a “spirit” himself. He is said to become invisible, turn himself into an animal, see ghosts and spirits, perceive things at a great distance and foretell the
future, and defend the community against demons—that is, “unfavorable spirits”—and all
those powers of evil which cause diseases, sterility, scarcity, and disasters of all sorts.

Recovery of the World
of the Initiate

K

eeping the above description of a premodern religious world-picture in mind,
let us now turn to a brief examination of the
interpretation of man and world present in
various ancient learning/arcane religion
movements.
The first such religious movement to arise, so
far as can now be determined, was Orphism in
Ionia in the sixth century BCE Orphism caught
up the existing myths and practices of a Dionysian cult which were then combined with
shamanistic rites borrowed from Thrace and
Phrygia. It taught persons how by initiation to
escape form a bodily, this worldly existence
that now appeared to them (in very un-Greek
manner)8 as a prison to which they believed the
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

divine being present in the human soul was
bound by a chain of rebirths. The agricultural
mystery religions, such as those of Demeter
and of Cybele, the cults of the grain and yearly
vegetation cycle, are in later Hellenistic times
joined to very similar concern for the spiritual
destiny of the individual, in contrast and even
conflict with the older family and public cults.
Christianity perhaps owed its first success outside Palestine to its being taken for an Oriental
mystery religion like these.
Successors to the mystery religions were the
gnosticisms of the first four centuries CE.
Gnosticism is concerned with eliminating the
ignorance by which a person's present existence is bound to this world, that is, to teach
persons about the divine nature of the soul (a
“spark of light,” a part of the pleroma), its fall
into an alien world, its imprisonment in the
body, and its redemption through their messenger who brings the saving knowledge of its
divine origin and destiny. This history of the
soul is told through many different and fantastic stories, elements of which are borrowed
from various sources such as the Greek, Syrian
and Egyptian mysteries, Judaism, Christianity
and Zorastrianism.
In the Middle Ages this interpretation of the
world was renewed by movements of diverse
character. For example, there was the Catharian heresy of the 12th century. Perhaps this
was a response to a weakening of an indigenous world-view through the spread of a more
Roman version of Christianity through those
peoples who had hitherto little understanding
of basic Christian doctrines. In most of Europe
up to the high Middle Ages, Christianity
tended to be translated into pagan terms instead of paganism being replaced by Christianity. For what appealed to most of the people
was not the theological significance of its doctrines but the magical power of its rites and
relics. Catharism took the form of a gnosticlike version of Christianity which viewed the
human soul as an imprisoned angelic being. It
drew upon the ideas of Bogomilism, a Manichean sect still surviving then in Eastern
Europe.
Another example was the growth of alchemy,
in which certain initiatory patterns have been
23
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preserved but applied to experimentation with
material substances, for these are said to suffer,
die and be reborn to a new mode of being, that
is, are transmuted. However, what occurs thus
externally is repeated within the soul of the
experimenter, whose experiments end then
with his own complete regeneration 9 as a
higher, godlike being. Gaining control over
the material beings of the world, he thus gains
control, too, over his own soul and its destiny.
Mention here should be made, also, of the establishment of esoteric societies belonging to
yet more modern times such as Rosicrucianism, which arose early in the 17th century and
set the pattern for many imitators to follow,
including especially in the late 19th century the
Theosophical Society, for whom the realization of the essential identity of the human self
and the divine was the ultimate goal of life.

Arcane Learning/Ancient
Religion Movements Today

T

oday there may be found a considerable
number of occult sects, secret societies,
hermetic or spiritualistic movements and New
Age cults, all seeking an alternative reality,
which often takes Manichean forms. Such
movements as Scientology, Eckankar and the
UFO cults teach that men need the knowledge
of how to relate to higher planes of reality of
other worlds that messengers or masters bring.
This knowledge will raise men to new spiritual
heights, help to overcome those forces which
are opposed to human good, resolve the conflicts they experience in this world, and confer
upon them superhuman abilities.
Spokesmen for this religious world-picture are
to be found also within contemporary Christianity. There is for example, Hal Lindsey,
whose views present another and (as they draw
upon traditional apocalyptic themes) still different version of this way of seeing reality.
Lindsey describes himself as a messenger
bringing to the present generation the knowledge of the future as revealed to the great seers
of the past— the prophets of Israel. Through
accepting this message one is initiated into
“Christ’s fraternity” and can begin to understand some of the secrets of God, namely, that
one will be changed so as to be freed from the
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limitations of this bodily existence: hunger,
aging, pain, and indeed one will be transferred
from this world—which is going from bad to
worse—to a better one.10
Not many of these groups practice initiation
ceremonies (“initiation” is often reduced to
reading a book or listening to tapes or videos)
but obtaining the traditional benefits of initiation would seem to be their almost exclusive
function. They offer persons access to “mysteries” in the seemingly well-founded belief
that, as Paul Twitchell of the Eckanker movement said, this is what people are interested
in.11
This quest is not limited to religious or religion-like movements. A comprehensive attitude that one adopts toward man and the world
in general like the anti-Semitism of the present
century may also be an expression of such an
interpretation of reality.12 Further, certain aspects of drug use today may constitute a kind
of “cult of experience,” an active search for a
mystical reunion with an ultimate source of
meaning through intense personal experience
of an alternative reality,13 which sometimes
explicitly appeals to shamanistic practices.
In the movements described above, the world
as viewed in the light of patterns of initiation,
or at least, a similar one, is thus being appealed
to by those still seeking in religion a source of
orientation in the face of a world that has
grown alien, although the rites themselves
have not always survived as such.
These ancient learning/arcane religion movements, however, display a negativity which
was not characteristic of the world-view of the
past which these in their different ways strive
to recover. There is a rejection of the accepted
interpretation of the world, that is, of the world
of the majority of the members of a given society. The present world is viewed as a false
world, a “veil-world” concealing the true
world—but a “veil” which has not always been
in existence, for the truth, it is believed, has
been manifest in the past. This idea of a veil
drawn over the true world implies a forgetting,
a mistake, or a conspiracy to be overcome but
nothing is implied thereby about what lies behind the veil.
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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Hence there is an uncritical willingness to believe in a world that may have even little to no
relation to the world of the rest of one's society. One pretends to oneself that one is convinced of this or that. One wraps oneself up in
doctrines which fill the lack of genuine conviction.14 One is sure it must be so just because it
cannot be so (that is, by the accepted convictions of one’s society) for one has an unshakable sense of bewilderment. Thus, almost any
fantastic story containing certain elements will
be believed, and sometimes more than one
story at the same time without regard to their
coherence. This will to believe does not produce then a fanatic but a faddist, and supports
a tendency to move from one cult to another—
but one is sure each new belief is the answer.
The beliefs of the members of these movements are as such the beliefs of a minority.
Individuals look for help from other sources
than the established religion and this world's
leadership, which seem to them incapable of
solving their problems or even to be part of
those forces in the cosmos opposed to their
solution. The sense of one’s own alienness,
the awakened “homesickness” of the individual becomes for one the source of a feeling of
superiority, of power and a secret life, which
distinguishes one from those who belong to
this world.15 Following from this alienated
sense of reality, there are various dualisms to
be overcome: body versus spirit; ignorance
versus knowledge; weakness versus power; the
false versus the true world; a fallen versus a
pure existence; a merely human versus a divine
destiny; and so on. But what has a positive
significance for members of these movements?
First of all, reality is conceived of as being
concerned with persons and their activities.
What happens anywhere in reality affects human beings, and vice versa. This reality is
viewed as comprised of two or more worlds.
They are arranged hierarchically according to
degrees of enlightenment, the world in which a
person finds himself being the lowest, and
communication and movement from world to
world is possible. A person may enter these
other worlds by obtaining knowledge—often
ecstatically—of world, gods and self.
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Secondly, the quest for “salvation” in these
ancient learning/arcane religion movements
has led to the disclosure of a new god: the
“self.” The roots of this belief in the self are to
be found in the turn of one’s interest towards
oneself, one’s past, of the one who finds one’s
place in this world to be like that of an orphan
in an alien household, and also in the experience of the shaman who can act like a spirit,
transcending the world to which he is bound
by bodily existence.
Many myths have been told about this god
which deal with such matters as its source, its
present condition, its search for its identity,
and its realization of its destiny. Their common theme is expressed in vastly differing
symbols but it still is always recognizable: to
know oneself and to be nothing but this selfknower is the supernatural vocation of the self.
One must seek release from the confining/obscuring plane of a bodily, this worldly
existence which inhibits/opposes such selfknowledge, and being so freed and knowing
oneself to be really a part of another world,
one will rise to a spiritual plane of existence
where one has a godlike status. In general, one
may say that one is viewed as acquiring superhuman powers. This transformation is made
possible for one by the medium of a messenger
or master who brings to one the requisite
knowledge for one's advancement and elevation.
The initiation and spirit journey of the shaman
probably forms the remote background for the
myths of the "self" which retain then some
spiritual or godly attributes for man while going on to explain why these are not at present
very apparent—even to oneself. Though the
various ancient learning/arcane religion
movements have not themselves the form of a
genuinely historical tradition, each being rather
a syncretistically produced “tradition” invented
by those lacking an effective religious tradition, this new god has gained a continuing and
increasingly wider acceptance extending far
beyond its original religious setting, and in our
time has come to be a subject investigated in
philosophy, literature, and psycho-analytic
theory.
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A Way for the Courageous: Agni Yoga
Carol Parrish-Harra

Summary

A

gni Yoga calls for a disciple with a specific kind of consciousness with ready
will and fiery determination. In this most
modern approach one’s own inner presence is
developed through continual evaluation of personal dedication and self-discipline, heart and
mind. Natural within the approach are such
challenges as equality for the churched and
unchurched, respect for eastern and western
practices, and an ever widening loyalty to
one’s own inner authority.
Herein glimpses of the lives of Russian devotees as they anchor the teachings in the midst
of heavy work-a-day duties. Passionate information regarding the role of women is delivered by the Spiritual Hierarchy and recorded
by Helena Roerich. An endless variety of concepts reveal guidance as to how to turn daily
labor into spiritual service. Never is one expected to depart their own better judgment, but
to refine and improve one’s grasp of wisdom,
intuitively and subjectively, while integrating
high consciousness into one’s own persona.

Introduction

O

nce hidden for the most part behind cultural veils, Agni Yoga is emerging to
make its contribution to those individuals looking for modern tools with which to bridge the
barriers separating tradition from tradition.
Agni Yoga, also taught in the west as Living
Ethics, offers one of the newer versions of the
perennial philosophy. Known to dedicated
students of the ageless wisdom, it outlines a
vision of universality and ethics for humanity’s
would-be spiritual leaders offering hope for the
possible future of humanity. Holding to the
concept that only a few are ready at a time for
the rigors of true ethical living, Agni Yoga
offers a set of teachings to inspire those who
believe they are ready to transform their own
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lives and to guide others by example into an
understanding of principles of transformation.
Agni Yoga suggests for the self-disciplined
disciple of today that it is not enough to be
obedient, but that self-actualization is the real
challenge. While the teaching suggests, yes,
indeed, we need a mentor and the discipline
that such affords, our real work is to recognize
the significance of the self within, called by
whatever name. Themes important to the ethics of the path of initiation are used as major
guidelines. Thus, we challenge ourselves to
live within the perimeter of the embraced
themes rather than simple straight rules. In
this way each must proceed as they can, applying self-regulatory actions to daily experience.
Discrimination is demanded in keeping with
the Agni themes for enlightenment while
building within oneself the virtues or facets of
higher consciousness desired. Life makes it
necessary some days for the emphasis to be
one theme and some days another. No one
tells the disciple what to do or how to respond
for personal responsibility lies firmly on the
disciple. Each knowingly must create a personal response to the opportunity to grow
and/or to serve that which the Great Teacher,
Life, provides.
Two powerful aspects of Agni teachings speak
loudly to those ready for the message. This
series of themes to which each one holds him-

About the Author
Author Carol E. Parrish-Harra has regularly presented programs in Russia. In 2005 she received
the coveted International Nebolsin Award presented
by the St. Petersburg Union of Scientists for “outstanding service in the field of education for the
common good of humanity.” She began her quest
for the Roerichs’s work in 1973 after receiving the
words “Agni Yoga” in meditation.
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or herself responsible and concepts of universality that demand we recognize our rightrelationship to all people and all kingdoms of
planetary life.

The Roerichs’ Work

T

he Agni Yoga writings were given to Helena Roerich in a series of small books
dictated by a Master of the Mysterious Himalayan Brotherhood that interjects assistance at
critical times in the life of the planet. Helena
took dictation from Master Morya sharing it as
she was impressed and, in due time, released it
in book form for those who were privileged to
discover it. Nicholas Roerich, her sensitive
artist husband and respected man of Science
distributed the holy principles through his person and his contact with persons around the
world.
The curious circumstances of the times are
important to the understanding of Agni Yoga.
Dictated to an aristocratic Russian intellectual
after the Communist Revolution, the language
avoids religious terminology and uses respectful language such as the Common Good, Cosmic Beauty, or similar terms, such as The Epoch of the Mother of the World.
Free of dogma and religious trappings, the
books are truly manuals of ethical living, the
term most commonly used as a subtitle to the
materials. Dictated in Russian, the original
writings were unknown in the West except to a
few who had contact with Nicholas and Helena
Roerich on their limited visits to the United
States in 1920 and 1929. However the message of the Masters continued to come and be
gradually spread over Europe and Asia.
Helena was a very private person and held herself out of the limelight, while Nicholas dedicated his life to emanating his concepts
through his 7,000 odd paintings, approximately
30 books and the creation of the Banner of
Peace. The sensitive material remained mostly
hidden from public view in our country due to
the difficulties Americans encountered as we
lived in fear of Communism or anything Russian until more recent years.
In several trips to the now former Soviet Union, it has been my privilege to interact with
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students of the Roerich material in Russia.
Since 1987 stories of how the teachings were
shared has touched my heart. After the first
publication, the books disappeared quickly
from public distribution. Possession of religious or spiritual material was traitorous;
Nicholas and Helena Roerich lived in Kulu
Valley, India and the writings were very suspect. The paranoids of the time required no
contact with foreign nationals and although
they were Russian, these two were world travelers, so significant that he had been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. They were
not the usual restricted Russians untainted by
foreign contact; still many avoided contact for
some years.
Helena Roerich’s name is not on the published
books; no claims are made. Simple paragraphs, numbered for reference, written in
brief with each word carefully selected by the
dictator are recorded. Russian devotees tell of
copying these treasured writings onto small
cards or pieces of paper—one thought per
piece so they could be carried about without
detection and contemplated in privacy. Each
set of a few lines became a rich stanza to be
explored, experienced and penetrated. The
piece of paper might be chewed to destroy it if
one fell under suspicion. People shared the
treasured thoughts by typing or writing by
hand, utilizing carbon paper, entire volumes as
gifts to others hungry for such inspiration.
Perhaps the persecution of those who were
caught with the teachings strengthened its impact. In Moscow Yuri Roerich, one son, lived
and carefully shared. The other son, Svetoslav
Roerich became an artist and remained in India. In Russia, artists fervently touched by the
powerful art were careful how they spoke of
Nicholas. Some were arrested; others found
courage in the bold colors or words of the
higher worlds.

Agni Yoga and the
Ageless Wisdom

A

gni Yoga contains no single new message, but repeats in modern terms the ageless wisdom; it contains guidelines for those
who would become the daring ones of today
encouraging them to strive to be now what is
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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destined to be the possible human of tomorrow. There is no promise of rest, but intense
instructions for those who would confront their
own human frailty and dare to become a disciple of the fiery world.
Ethical ideas are permeated with references to
the subtle world of illusion and to the powerful
fiery world of higher reality that can purify the
astral dimension. Our thoughts are lifted time
and time again to the life and reality beyond
the human as the true
reality and the life
about us as the testing
[T]he Master
place.

tion to the Roerichs, and his relationship with
them carried a political price when he ran for
the office of Vice President with Roosevelt.
Newspapers referred to his Russian Guru and
he was ostracized by an American public as it
was becoming increasingly fearful of Communism.

Being of Russian nationality cast the Roerichs
and the Agni Yoga Society into difficulty publicly during the war years and the McCarthy
era. Nothing Russian
escaped unscathed so
the teachings remained
supports the
virtually hidden both in
the Soviet Union and the
disciple on the quest by unUnited States. Devotees
derstanding the humanness
of the art world were
that is being transformed…
fortunate ones for they
who had personal conAgni Yoga encourages each
tact with the Roerichs
of us to struggle with our
protected the seeds of
personal limitation while enthe new Yoga that is
only now emerging.
couraging community life as

Agni Yoga teachings
are very hard for English students as the innuendos, easily understood to the Russians of
the years 1924–1940,
evade us as well as the
subtleties of a language
that does not translate
The writings themselves
easily to English. Addi- a system of support. We are
suggest the new teachtional translation is
told community is an exings have only begun to
needed. Soon as our
periment to see how ready
be revealed. The concountries interact more,
with both languages in
human beings are for the co- cepts we have are to be
used to clear the mind of
common usage to one
operative vision of a new
false identities and sepaanother’s natives, a new
humanity.
rative philosophies so
version is bound to
we might begin to disemerge. Also, there are
cover the Universality of
factors relevant to the
the Greater Truth that can serve all humanity
Himalayas that may or may not have internaregardless of gender, religion or nationality.
tional value as reference to the use of local
herbs, oils or scents. However, certain impelling facts emerge from these writings that inImportant Themes
trigue students of the ageless wisdom.
wo major ideas dealt with at length in the
In Russia much more is known, of course,
thirteen volumes is the contribution of
about the Roerichs than here in the U.S. For
woman and how restored value must be given
example, Helena wrote on more than one occato the role of women for humanity to advance
sion to Franklin Delano Roosevelt regarding
“but a woman slave can give to the world
the forthcoming World War II. The Franklin
slaves only.”1 Free women can bring forth the
D. Roosevelt Museum and Library, of Hyde
freed consciousness of the new being. A
Park, NY will provide only copies of her corpowerful quote is:
respondence to the president in which she refIn the hands of woman lies the salvation of
erences the Holy Ones and the danger on the
humanity and of our planet. Woman must
horizon. There is no released record of his
realize her significance, the great mission of
response. We know of Henry Wallace’s devo-

T
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the Mother of the World; she should be prepared to take responsibility for the destiny of
humanity. Mother, the life-giver, has every
right to direct the destiny of her children.
The voice of woman, the mother, should be
heard amongst the leaders of humanity. The
mother suggests the first conscious thoughts
to her child. She gives direction and quality
to all his aspirations and abilities. But the
mother who possesses no thought of culture
can suggest only the lower expression of
human nature.2
There is much also about the coming of Lord
Maitreya, the name given to the world teacher
by the Buddhists. Probably this name was
used because of the cultural background in
which the Roerichs lived. Born Christians
they had experienced the suppression of Russian Orthodoxy and Nicholas had found a more
comfortable ecumenical environment in the
Tibetan Temple of St. Petersburg. He contributed his artistic touch to the building and
there found appreciation while his contemporary works had often been ostracized by the
Patriarchy.
There is a story about a Russian Princess, Tenisheva, and a patroness of art, who supported
the Roerichs and was an important member of
the art community at Talashkino, near
Smolensk, shortly after the turn of the century.
There they had built a beautiful chapel in
which to worship. Nicholas designed and executed a Mosaic of the Christ over the entrance.
Inside there were frescoes of contemporary
design remarkably done by the artists assembled there. The great day of dedication arrived; the bishop arrived but refused to dedicate the chapel because the art was nontraditional. The princess defended the chapel
saying it was her chapel, she paid for it and she
would use it. And indeed she did. The beautiful mosaic of the Christ known as Saint Savior,
over the front entrance, remains one of today’s
outstanding works of art. The chapel served as
a museum during the years when churches
were closed in the USSR but has now been
restored.
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Hierarchical Work
“

O

ur communities do not censure too
much” begins another of the inspiring
stanzas of the Agni writings. While filled with
encouraging calls to strive, the Master supports
the disciple on the quest by understanding the
humanness that is being transformed. Condemnation scarcely touches the writing and
threats of damnation are nil. Agni Yoga encourages each of us to struggle with our personal limitation while encouraging community
life as a system of support. We are told community is an experiment to see how ready human beings are for the cooperative vision of a
new humanity. A favorite of mine is the teachings about labor from Fiery World, Vol II:
Labor may be of four kinds:
toil with repulsion which leads to decay
unconscious toil, which does not strengthen
the spirit;
toil devoted and loving, which yields a good
harvest,
and finally, toil which is not only conscious
but also
consecrated under the Light of Hierarchy.3

This flaming measure of labor must be established. The very approach to the Fiery World
demands realization of earthly labor as the
most proximate step.
Few workers can discern the quality of their
own work, but if the workers were to strive to
align themselves with the Hierarchy they
would immediately advance to the higher step.
The ability to establish the sacred Hierarchy in
one’s heart is also an inner concentration, but
such action comes through toil. By not wasting time upon oneself, it is possible in the
midst of labor to become linked to Hierarchy.
“Let the Lord live in the heart, Let Him become as inalienable as the heart itself. Let the
name of the Lord be inhaled and exhaled with
each breath. Let each rhythm of labor resound
with the Name of the Lord.” Thus, we find
another perspective of the perennial wisdom
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emerging from behind the curtain of persecution, a version that can add dimension to any
religious persuasion or to an individual who
chooses an ethical life outside religious practice. The eternal light has visited the mind of
humanity once again and communicated another chapter to aid us in our ascent.

1
2

3

Woman, March 1958, p. 51.
Letters of Helena Roerich, Vol. 1. Agni Yoga
Society, 1929-1938, pp. 6-9.
Fiery World, Vol. 11. Agni Yoga Society, 1934,
pp. 78, 118.
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The Will in Its Various Forms
Dorothy Riddle

Abstract

C

ommon practice describes the Will of God
as something that is distant and different
from our own experience of the will. In actuality, all Will energy has the intention of expressing Purpose through its three aspects: the
will-to-be, the will-to-good, and the will-toknow. We can recognize these three aspects in
different forms of expression of the Will: the
Triadal or spiritual will, the Soul Will, and the
Personality Will. Each of these levels of Will
energy represents different points of tension
and, as we evolve, we become able to focus at
a given point of tension or level of Will energy
and work effectively with it.

Context

W

hen we talk about the various wills, we
are actually describing different ‘stages’
or ‘levels’ of the immense reservoir of Will
energy as It is transmitted or ‘stepped down’
from Its origin (the One Life). The One Life is
evolving through the consequences or feedback from choices made in the playing out of
the three divine aspects1 on both the downward
and upward evolutionary arcs:
a) The Will-to-Be. Choices about engaging/creating or withdrawing/destroying in
the evolutionary process as we identify simultaneously with the particular and the
cosmic/universal.
b) The Will-to-Good. Choices regarding the
range of consciousness/awareness or extent
of inclusion, from cosmic to individual
(similar to ‘think globally, act locally’).
c) The Will-to-Know. Choices about how we
interpret and utilize our experiences, moving between differentiation (thesis, antithesis) and synthesis.
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The three forms of the will (Personality, Soul,
Triad) are each expressions of the Will of God
(the active expression of the original Divine
Purpose of the One Life) as that fundamental
Will energy (or breathe) works its way persistently downward from the cosmic mental plane
into form within the cosmic physical plane.2
On that downward arc,3 the Divine Will ‘steps
down’ or limits Itself4 within our solar system
to expression at the ‘level’ of the Monadic
Will, operating as an expression of the Law of
Sacrifice within the constraints of time and
space.5 Within the purview of our Planetary
Logos, the Monadic Will further limits itself
by allowing for free will/choice within the human kingdom in relation to how and when Divine Purpose will be realized. On the upward
arc of the approach, the evolution of the will—
that is, the synthetic process of assimilation or
integration of the Personality Will ultimately
into the Divine Will—is the focus of initiate
training.6 The Will “expresses itself as tension”7—dynamic focused intentionality. The
various expressions of the Will are each different points of tension or vibrational energies
(‘pitches’) from which we work.8 Each of
these ‘pitches,’ while stimulated overall by
Ray 1, operates within a particular Ray expression or “refraction” (differentiation) of the
Will energy.
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Based in Canada, Dorothy I. Riddle has worked
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The Triadal Will

T

The Soul Will

T

he Triadal Will, operating under the Law
he Soul Will is what drives the evolution
of Repulse,9 enables particularity of exof consciousness in manifestation, using
the Law of Attraction. It functions in collaboperience within universal consciousness. Its
ration with the buddhic permanent atom of the
dynamic energy, expressed as intensity of diSpiritual Triad. It manifests as the will-torection, is propelling, clarifying, and purifying
know through its choice to learn from the sepa(through the destruction of hindrances). Its
rative experience of individualization, driving
experience is expressed particularly in the atphysical atoms into activity so that they coamic permanent atom of the Spiritual Triad. It
lesce in manifestation. It manifests as the willmanifests as the will-to-be in the form of the
to-good in its attractive aspect, creating the
sutratma, which allows the life force to flow
causal body as the sheath of the soul13 and esinto individuals while remaining connected to
the whole. It manifests
tablishing the gap in
as the will-to-good
consciousness that althrough an intuitive
lows for safe experiThe three forms of the will
perception of what is
mentation by the per(Personality, Soul, Triad) are sonality without any
best for the whole, coupled with a sense of
misuse of energy/power
each expressions of the Will
right action and right
causing harm to the
of God (the active expression
timing.10 It manifests
cosmos. It manifests as
of
the
original
Divine
Purpose
the will-to-be as it is
as the will-to-know via
exerted in sacrifice14 in
the Antahkarana as it
of the One Life) as that funimpresses
order to incarnate and
damental Will energy (or
souls/individuals with
infuse the personality.
breathe) works its way persisan awareness of the
In support of that infuPurpose and the Plan
tently downward from the
sion process, the Soul
while benefiting from
Will creates the point of
cosmic mental plane into
the experiences of parthat enables the
form within the cosmic physi- tension
ticular incarnations.
development of the Percal plane.
The Triadal Will works
sonality Will and from
from the point of tenwhich the personality
sion created by the Diworks as it invokes the
vine Will within Shamballa to carry out the
Soul Will15 and comes into alignment it. We
Plan and in turn creates the point of tension
register the Soul Will as our initial spiritual
from which the Soul Will works. It is veiled
focus. We identify with the Soul Will as we
by the Soul Will and the Personality Will until
shift from personal to group identification, and
after the third initiation.11 We register the
from mental to intuitional functioning. We use
the Soul Will, operating under the Law of AtTriadal Will as we begin registering, stepping
traction, to remain in manifestation and then to
down, integrating, and translating streams of
become “re-absorbed [at the death of the
energy. Once we have completed the third
physical body] into the overshadowing soul.”16
initiation, we are able to identify directly with
the Triadal Will as we work to implement the
The Personality Will
Plan. We are most clearly in tune with, and
using, the Triadal Will as we transcend conhe Personality Will allows us, initially
sciousness and work from a non-separative
under the Law of Economy, to align our
sense of identification with all—that is, a subphysical, emotional, and mental bodies and to
jective synthesis that supports outer differendevelop the discrimination and self-discipline
tiation.12
(including detachment, harmless

T
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ness, and appropriate silence) necessary to
carry out our plans and to become a useful
member of the Hierarchy. Its potential is dormant in all humans, beginning as “...instinct
and emotional aspiration...”17 and moving
“...from the expression of the will which is
purely selfish, self-sufficient and self-focused,
to the grasp of the group will...”18 as the individual becomes focused on the mental plane.
The Personality Will (as it functions in a disciple of White Magic) begins to develop when,
influenced by the Soul Will, we start to transmute desire into spiritual aspiration and to shift
our focus from self-betterment to a more selfless group identification with soul purpose and
how best to contribute to the Plan.19 We link
our ability to engage in decision-making and
our determination to overcome obstacles with
a commitment to right relations and begin to
function as a part of the Hierarchy (albeit unconsciously and peripherally). As we build the
Antahkarana, we use the Personality Will to
bridge the consciousness gap between the
mental body and the manasic permanent atom
of the Spiritual Triad, thus creating a direct
link with the Monad to allow “Purpose [to]
guide the little wills of persons.”20
The Personality Will works through the point
of tension set by the Soul Will. It manifests as
the will-to-know as the mental body becomes
aligned with the higher abstract mind (the manasic permanent atom) to form the initial portion of the Antahkarana.21 It manifests as the
will-to-good as the intuition develops and
goodwill expands into the Will-to-Good. It
manifests as the will-to-be, first as fixed determination to achieve alignment and fusion
and then (once the causal body is destroyed) as
a dynamic creative synthesis, via the atmic
permanent atom, with the Monad in service to
the Plan.

of the soul and personality (to become the
soul-infused personality), the Soul Will is held
in abeyance and is only expressed through the
personality’s mental body. Once we have
completed the third initiation, the Personality
Will no longer functions separately from the
Soul Will which has been evoked by the disciple. By the fourth initiation, the Soul Will has
once again become subsumed within the
Triadal Will so that the Personality Will functions in full cooperation with the Monad22 (and
is able to work consciously as part of the Hierarchy) and we are ready to move onto the Way
of the Higher Evolution, leading to an integration of the Personality Will with divine intent
via assimilation into the Monadic Will.23
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hat evolves as we humans develop (as
aspirants, disciples, initiates) is the ability to consciously focus at a particular ‘pitch’
and work from that point of tension. We move
from the determined, self-absorbed ability to
achieve a particular selfish desire to the ability
to focus in the mental body and then to merge
or fuse with the Soul Will. Until that merger
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Esoteric Healing in the Orthodox,
Roman and Anglican Churches
John Nash

Summary

E

soteric healing is attracting considerable
attention because of the rich opportunities
it offers for individual and group service. But
it has to be placed in the context of efforts,
dating back thousands of years, to alleviate
physical, emotional and mental ailments. And
during long stretches of history the primary
motivation for those efforts was religious.
This article focuses on the healing ministry in
major segments of Christianity: specifically the
Eastern Orthodox, Roman Catholic, and Anglican Churches. The active healing ministry
that existed in early Christianity continued
without interruption in the Orthodox Churches.
But it was allowed to lapse in western Christianity and has only recently been revived.
The article examines the nature, scope and
techniques of the Christian healing ministry as
it developed in east and west. It concludes
with a critical evaluation of this ministry as it
interfaces both with conventional medicine and
with approaches to healing promoted by major
esoteric teachers.

Background

T

he healing of physical, and in some cases
emotional, mental and other ailments, has
been a concern for thousands of years. Today
that concern is expressed through conventional
medicine, the various forms of alternative and
complementary medicine, clinical psychology,
and a wide range of modalities associated with
religious, spiritual and esoteric healing. Historically, the divisions were less clear. In ancient times—or even as late as the Renaissance—when people took a more holistic view
of reality, distinctions among physicians,
priests, shamans and magi were often difficult
to discern. An individual might move seamCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

lessly from one role to another, even in a single healing encounter.
With the renewed emphasis on holism, we are
already seeing some integration of different
approaches to health preservation and restoration, and this trend seems likely to continue.
Whether or not such integration continues or
expands, certain types of healing work offer
exceptional opportunities for discipleship service, even for people who are not able to devote the time and effort necessary for mastery
of specialized disciplines.
This article provides a very brief introduction
to healing in antiquity and in the early Christian church. Then it traces in greater detail the
traditions of spiritual or sacramental healing
within three major branches of Christianity
that emerged from the medieval church: the
Eastern Orthodox Church, the Church of
Rome, and the Anglican Communion.1 Of
these three, Eastern Orthodoxy has by far the
longest continuous tradition of spiritual healing, while the others have only recently revived an active healing ministry. Finally the
article includes a brief evaluation of healing
techniques and comments on the relationship
between the Christian healing ministry and
“esoteric healing.”

Healing in Antiquity

E

gyptian, Greek and Hebrew societies all
had their healing arts.2 Priests in the
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Egyptian temples are said to have developed
and practiced a variety of healing techniques,
including but certainly were not confined to
early forms of what we would now call conventional medicine. Similar techniques no
doubt spread to the Hebrews, and there is evidence that practitioners were held in high regard in biblical times. Use of terms like “physician” and “apothecary” even suggests a
measure of specialization. For example we
read in the Old Testament apocrypha:
Honour a physician… for the Lord hath created him. For of the most High cometh
healing, and he shall receive honour of the
king. The skill of the physician shall lift up
his head: and in the sight of great men he
shall be in admiration. The Lord hath created medicines out of the earth; and he that
is wise will not abhor them. Was not the
water made sweet with wood, that the virtue
thereof might be known? And he hath given
men skill, that he might be honoured in his
marvellous works. With such doth he heal
[men,] and taketh away their pains. Of such
doth the apothecary make a confection; and
of his works there is no end; and from him is
peace over all the earth, My son, in thy sickness be not negligent: but pray unto the
Lord, and he will make thee whole.3
Healing was practiced in the temples of Asclepius. The cult of Asclepius, a conspicuous
feature of Greek religion, dated at least from
the fourth century BCE. Asclepius, the son of
Apollo and a mortal woman, was taught a variety of healing arts, including surgery. Based
on Egyptian antecedents, healing temples,
called asclepieion (asklepieion), are reported
to have treated large numbers of pilgrims. The
Roman physician Galen (131–201), whose
work would dominate western medicine for
1,000 years, is reported to have spent four
years at a temple of Asclepius in Asia Minor.
Sleep temples provided treatments for a variety
of physical and psychological ailments.
Dream analysis played a major role, in which
priests took the place of today’s Freudian and
Jungian psychologists. Other therapies included fasting, meditation, hypnosis, chanting,
and visits to the baths or gymnasium. Attendants at the temples were known as thera-
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peutae (Greek: qerapeuw, “to serve, or heal”)
or therapeutrides, their female counterparts.
The same terms, therapeutae and therapeutrides, were applied to members of certain
Jewish monastic communities that flourished
at the beginning of the Common Era. These
communities functioned much like communities of Essenes,4 but a major focus of their
work was healing. Jewish philosopher Philo of
Alexandria (c.10 BCE–50 CE) described a
community of Jewish therapeutae on the shore
of Lake Mareotis, Egypt, in the first century
CE. He was clearly impressed with the work
of its members:
[They] have embraced the contemplation of
nature and its constituent parts, and have
lived in the soul alone, citizens of Heaven
and the universe, truly commended to the
Father and Creator of all by virtue, which
has secured for them God’s friendship.5
Philo spoke enthusiastically about the practitioners’ success, noting that their services were
more effective than were available from physicians in the cities: “for the latter’s [care] cures
only the body, while [the care of the therapeutae] treats also souls mastered by grievous and
virtually incurable diseases.”6

Healing in Early Christianity

H

ealing in the early Christian church was
probably influenced by these antecedents.
But it sprang more directly from the miracles
of the Initiate Jesus, overshadowed as he was
by the Christ. These miracles ranged from
changing water into wine,7 to exorcisms,8 to
raising three people from the dead.9 The canonical gospels record a further 38 healings.10
The techniques used can be divided into three
groups. The first involved touch, initiated either by Jesus or by the patient.11 The second
involved the spoken word.12 And in the third
group some other method was used or the
method was not recorded.13 According to Matthew Jesus healed “every sickness and every
disease among the people.”14 In addition, in
the parable of the Good Samaritan Jesus reminded his followers of the duty to provide
nursing care to all who might be in need.15
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Jesus clearly intended others to participate in
the healing ministry. According to Luke his
first charge to the twleve was to preach, heal
and perform exorcisms:
Then he called his twelve disciples together,
and gave them power and authority over all
devils, and to cure diseases. And he sent
them to preach the kingdom of God, and to
heal the sick.16

the laying-on of hands and chrismation featured not only in healing but in the protosacrament of confirmation,21 demonstrating the
unity with which sacred rituals were viewed at
that time. Furthermore, sacramental healing
was viewed as therapy for both body and soul:
Is any sick among you? let him call for the
elders of the church; and let them pray over
him, anointing him with oil in the name of
the Lord: And the prayer of faith shall save
the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up; and
if he have committed sins, they shall be forgiven him.22

And in the next chapter of Luke we learn that a
larger group of 70 disciples was sent out on a
similar mission.17 Upon their return they reported: “even the devils are subject unto us
through thy name.”
What the scriptures
The practice of anointing conmeant by “exorcisms”
will be discussed
tinues to the present [in the
later.

Orthodox Churches]. The sac-

References to healing
are not limited to the
canonical scriptures; in
the extra-canonical text
known as the Tripartite
Tractate we read that
the disciples “are from
prayer, so that they heal
the sick.”23

The healing ministry
rament of Holy unction, or
was invigorated by
euchelaion, is solemnized on
the descent of the
Holy Spirit at Pentethe Wednesday of Holy Week, During the first few
cost.18 The disciples
but it can be administered in
centuries it was beand others received
lieved that the gifts of
abbreviated form whenever a
the “gifts of the
the spirit were available
Spirit” (Greek: chaperson is seriously ill. Based
to all who were baprisma, xarisma, “dion the premise that body and
tized. Accordingly all
vine gift” or “spiritual
Christians could parendowment”). Paul
soul are inseparable, its purticipate in the healing
explained the gifts
pose
is
both
to
restore
health
ministry. Moreover,
thus:
and
to
seek
forgiveness
of
sin.
deaconesses were ac[T]he manifestation
The solemn sacramental ritual tive in the early church,
of the Spirit is
performing liturgical as
given to every man
involves seven anointings.
well as service functo profit withal.
tions. They cared for
For to one is given
the sick, and we can
by the Spirit the
assume
that
some
used
spiritual healing techword of wisdom; to another the word of
niques
in
addition
to
providing
conventional
knowledge by the same Spirit; To another
nursing care. Two famous deaconesses were
faith by the same Spirit; to another the gifts
active in the fourth century. At the turn of the
[charismai] of healing by the same Spirit…
century one named Fabiola founded a charity
But all these worketh that one and the selfhospital in Rome. Another named Paula, the
same Spirit, dividing to every man severally
widow of a Roman senator and student of
19
as he will.
church father Jerome, founded a number of
By this time typical healing therapies included
hospitals in Rome in the 380s.24
prayer, the laying-on of hands, and anointing
Skilled nursing care no doubt helped many
with oil.20 Anointing, or chrismation, had spepeople recover from their ills. And sacramencial significance because Christ himself was
tal healing may have accelerated patients’ rethe “anointed one.” Also, it is significant that
covery or resulted in improvements unrelated
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.
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to conventional treatment. But, from time to
time, dramatic healings occurred, and not surprisingly these attracted the most attention.
Church father Irenaeus (c.140–203) acknowledged the occurrence of miraculous healings:
[T]hose who are in truth His disciples, receiving grace from Him, do in His name
perform [miracles], so as to promote the
welfare of other men, according to the gift
which each one has received from Him. For
some do certainly and truly drive out devils,
so that those who have thus been cleansed
from evil spirits frequently both believe [in
Christ], and join themselves to the Church…
Others still, heal the sick by laying their
hands upon them, and they are made whole.
Yea, moreover, as I have said, the dead even
have been raised up, and remained among us
for many years.25
Lay people, including women, continued to
nurse the sick and perform various types of
service. But as time went on efforts were
made to restrict the more public roles in the
church to the male clergy. A statement in the
fourth-century Apostolic Constitutions makes
clear the restrictions placed on participation in
sacramental healing:
[H]e who has received the gift of healing is
declared by revelation from God, the grace
which is in him being manifest to all. But
if there be occasion for him, he must be ordained a bishop, or a presbyter, or a deacon.26

Decline of the Healing
Ministry in the West

A

ugustine of Hippo (354–430) initially dismissed the possibility of miracles and was
only convinced when a blind man in Milan
regained his sight. Eventually he acknowledged that many healings had occurred in his
own time, and he may have participated personally in some of them.27 Nevertheless, his
initial skepticism reflected a general decline of
confidence in the power of sacramental healing
in the western church. This decline would accelerate over the next few centuries.
In the belief that healing was an exceptional
occurrence, necessarily dramatic in nature, the
40

notion of an ongoing ministry in which clergy,
or even lay people, might seek to bring about
incremental healing was no longer taken seriously. Similarly, the possibility that healing
might lie within natural but unrealized human
potential—even with the help of the Holy
Spirit—was discounted. More importantly,
there was growing ambivalence about the
physical body and its needs. Monks and nuns
took up the task of caring for the sick, providing social services that were unavailable elsewhere at the time. But in general Christianity
absorbed the Gnostic view that the body was
corrupt and suffering inevitable. Emphasis
shifted to the health of the soul.
Pope Gregory I (c.540–604), whose opinions
had considerable influence on western Christianity, insisted that sickness was sent to punish
us, and we should bear the pain patiently, even
enthusiastically, as atonement.28 Indeed to
alleviate suffering might impede an individual’s repentance. In Gregory’s view “healing”
was really just a metaphor for the forgiveness
of sin.29 If physical healings took place during
apostolic times, that was a temporary dispensation to demonstrate the divinity of Christ and
the church’s legitimacy. Perhaps healings did
occur in later times, but these were miracles
performed by saints in their quest for canonization. Gone was any memory of Christ’s pastoral compassion for human suffering. If
miracles benefited the afflicted, that was no
more than a side-effect of more important purposes. However, if the church urged people to
bear afflictions bravely, ordinary people
sought any opportunity for relief. By the Middle Ages they had turned to relics and pilgrimages to sacred sites; or they prayed to candidate saints in the hope that they might be the
fortunate recipients of miracles.30
Between the ninth and the eleventh centuries,
anointing of the sick had evolved into the sacrament of “extreme unction,” administered on
a person’s deathbed to prepare the soul for the
hereafter. Seven “canonical” sacraments were
identified in the 12th century: baptism, confirmation, the eucharist, penance, extreme unction, holy orders and matrimony.31 One of the
criteria for selection was supposed to be the
sacrament’s “ordination”—that is, instituCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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tion—by Christ. To justify the ordination of
extreme unction, theologians customarily have
quoted James 5:14-15. But this and numerous
other scriptural passages support sacramental
healing much more convincingly than they do
any notion of the “last rites.”
The only other sacraments in the western
Christian tradition that might be considered to
have healing functions are baptism and penance. Penance, or the confession of sins, could
be so viewed because it relieved the burden of
guilt. And we note that bodily sickness was
considered to be the result of sin. Baptism
washed away the original sin inherited from
Adam.
To support its insistence that treating the body
might interfere with penitential suffering, the
church even discouraged conventional medical
treatment. Restrictions were placed on monks’
care of the sick,32 and all clergy were prohibited from performing surgery because “blood
might be spilled.”33 By the 13th century physicians were required, on penalty of excommunication, to call a priest to hear a patient’s confession before administering medical care.34
Exorcism, which Jesus is reported to have performed on several occasions and which clearly
met the criterion of ordination, was omitted
from the sacramental canon. Nevertheless the
church continued to practice exorcism, reflecting the strong belief that evil spirits possessed
hapless individuals and might also haunt certain buildings or locations. The official position of exorcist traditionally was a minor order,
squeezed between lector and acolyte.35 But in
more recent times ordained priests have been
appointed to serve as exorcists in major dioceses. The use of incense and holy water and
the practice of blessing oneself all originated
as banishing rituals; and the lighting of votive
candles might also have that connotation.
The seven canonical sacraments are still recognized by the Catholic Church, but their authenticity and validity came under attack by
the Protestant reformers. As part of their
broad-based assault on ritual, Martin Luther
(1483–1546) and John Calvin (1509–1564)
also discounted any role for the church in healing. Calvin agreed with the western church
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

fathers, insisting that a healing ministry did not
extend beyond the apostolic era: “the gift of
healing disappeared with the other miraculous
powers which the Lord was pleased to give for
a time… [however] it pertains not to us, to
whom no such powers have been committed.”36
Following the Enlightenment, the notion of
healing became even more unpopular. The
consensus developed that God did not intervene in individual crises,37 and Biblical reports
of healings were dismissed as “mythological.”
“Demythologizing” the Bible has become the
special mission of Protestant theologians like
Rudolf Bultmann (1884–1976) who described
Jesus’ miracles as “incredible to men and
women today because for them the mythological world is a thing of the past.”38 This same
view pervades much of contemporary Protestant and even Catholic doctrine.

Healing in the
Eastern Churches

T

he negative attitudes to healing exhibited
by Gregory and others—and to a lesser
degree by Augustine—had little influence in
the Greek Church. And both care of the sick
and sacramental healing continued without
interruption from early times. The healing
ministry was integrated with conventional
medicine, and no conflict was seen between
the two. Gregory of Nyssa Nyssa (c.335–
c.395) commented that “medicine is an example of what God allows men to do when they
work in harmony with Him and with one another.”39 Hospitals, staffed by both physicians
and priests, were common in the Byzantine
Empire. The Pantokrator Monastery hospital,
established in 1136, functioned essentially like
a modern hospital at a time when western hospitals were little more than “hospices for the
dying.”40

By the time the anointing of the sick evolved
into “extreme unction” in the west, the Great
Schism was well underway and the change was
ignored in the eastern patriarchates.41 The
Greek Church, and more particularly the Russian Orthodox Church which would become
the largest component of Eastern Orthodoxy,
41
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continued to anoint the sick as a healthrestoring therapy.

transformation “from sinful mortality into
blessed immortality.”45

The practice of anointing continues to the present. The sacrament of Holy unction, or
euchelaion (euxhlaion), is solemnized on the
Wednesday of Holy Week, but it can be administered in abbreviated form whenever a
person is seriously ill. Based on the premise
that body and soul are inseparable, its purpose
is both to restore health and to seek forgiveness of sin. The solemn sacramental ritual involves seven anointings, one of which contains
the following invocation:
We entreat Thee, O our God, that Thou wilt
send down Thy mercy upon this oil, and
upon them that are anointed with it in Thy
Name, that it may be unto them for the healing of soul and body, and for the cleansing
and transformation of every passion, and of
every sickness and wound, and of every defilement of flesh and spirit. Yea, O Lord,
send down from Heaven Thy healing power;
touch the body, quench the fever, soothe the
suffering, and make every weakness to melt
away. Be the Physician of Thy servant, N.\
raise him (her) up from his (her) sickbed,
and from his (her) couch of suffering whole
and perfectly restored, granting unto him
(her) to be well-pleasing in Thy Church, and
one that works Thy will.42

Importantly, healing in the Orthodox Churches
is viewed not only in the context of physical
ailments but as a way to improve psychological health. Counseling was the traditional role
of a gerontas (Greek: geontaj) or staretz
(Russian: сτаpeц). These terms are often
translated as “elder”—or “eldress” because
both women and men can serve—but “spiritual
counselor” is a better description. A gerontas
or staretz is a wise, intuitive counselor able to
discern the innermost strengths and
weaknesses of those who seek guidance.
Many spiritual counselors are attached to
monasteries, where they serve as spiritual
directors of groups of monks and nuns—
distinct from abbots whose role is more
administrative in nature. They also counsel
visitors and pilgrims. Those who are also
priests may combine their counseling with the
sacrament of penance, or “repentance” as it is
more commonly called in the eastern churches.

Orthodox Christianity, like its western counterpart, acknowledges a relationship between
suffering and sin. But sin is rarely viewed as
an act of deliberate disobedience. Rather, it is
a breakdown in the individual’s relationship
with the community and God. “All sin, even
the most trifling… can render our nature
opaque and impenetrable to grace.” A state of
grace is “a dynamic and shifting reality which
varies according to the fluctuations of the infirmities of the human will.”43 And if sin is
regarded as an infirmity, repentance is seen as
a healing process. Indeed, “salvation” is healing on a larger scale. And we note in this regard that the Greek verb sozo (swzw),44 which
is usually translated in the west as “to save”—
and is the root of the word soteriology, the
theory of salvation—more commonly meant
“to heal.” Salvation, in the east, is viewed not
in terms of the forgiveness of sin but as the
42

The counselors can be regarded as the
successors of the prophets and prophetesses of
the early church, and a few instances are
recorded in which, like the biblical Simeon and
Anna, a gerontas or staretz predicted the future
course of a child’s life.46 One of the most famous startsy was Seraphim of Sarov (1759–
1833). Seraphim, who has been compared
with Francis of Assisi,47 is one of the Russia’s
best-loved saints. After spending many years
as a recluse, he embarked on a public ministry,
gaining wide recognition as a teacher,
counselor and healer. Seraphim’s teachings
emphasized the transformation of the whole
human entity, body and soul, by the influx of
divine light.
Spiritual counselors also performed exorcisms
to dispel logismoi (singular: logismos,
logismoj), or “demons.” Counselors recognized that these can cause a variety of psychological conditions from mild neurosis to severe
psychosis; in turn psychosis can manifest in
physical pathologies. The existence of demons
has almost entirely been dismissed in the west.
To be sure, Jesus and apostles are reported to
have driven out demons. But modern biblical
exegetes explain away these demons as figCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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ments of ignorant superstition, predisposition
to sin, primitive understanding of the cause of
sickness in general, or at best unspecified mental illness. Similarly, reports that the early desert fathers, like Anthony of Egypt (c. 250–
355), confronted demons are dismissed as hallucinations or the effects of sexual frustration.
However in eastern Christianity the existence
of demons has always been taken more seriously. Logismoi are considered to be the
equivalent of what western esoteric writers
would call negative thoughtforms or elementals. “Exorcism” continues to be part of a continuum of therapies involving traditional counseling, clinical psychology, and psychiatry.48

Revival of Healing
in the West

D

espite its institution by Jesus Christ and
strong emphasis in the early church, the
healing ministry was abandoned in western
Christianity. Leaders of the pre-Reformation
church, the post-Reformation Church of Rome,
and the emerging Protestant churches were all
in agreement that a healing ministry had no
place in their worship or service activities.
Since the 18th century we have witnessed early
charismatic healings among the Shakers, the
pioneering work of intuitive diagnosis by Phineas Parkhurst Quimby (1802–1866) and Edgar Cayce (1877–1945), the rise of New
Thought and Christian Science, and most recently the popularity of faith healing in Pentecostal churches. However, these developments
all took place on the fringes of Christianity.
Not until the charismatic revival of the 1960s,
in which healing and other practices spread
from Pentecostal to Protestant and Catholic
churches, was healing once again practiced on
a large scale in mainstream Christianity.
One of the few developments within mainstream Christianity, prior to that time, occurred
in the Anglican Communion. In 1920 the
Lambeth Conference appointed a commission
to study the issue of spiritual healing. In its
report, presented four years later, the commission acknowledged that healing was “part of
the redemptive work of our Lord.”49 The 1920
initiative was followed up by a number of further studies, including one commissioned by
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

the archbishops of Canterbury and York in
1953 “to consider the theological, medical,
psychological and pastoral aspects of Divine
Healing.”50 Among other things this study
recommended an expansion of the healing
ministry and “increasing understanding and
cooperation between [clergy] and the medical
profession.”
Another important initiative was foundation of
the International Order of St. Luke the Physician in 1955. The Order was conceived of as a
Christian fellowship of clergy and lay people
interested in sharing experiences of the healing
ministry.51 Prayer, anointing, and the layingon of hands are all included in its repertory.
The Order proclaims:
The revival of Christian healing in the
church today may be a means of the greatest
advance of Christianity in this century.
God's healing power operates within the
church which is the body of Christ on
earth.52
The most recent major study within the Anglican Communion was published in 2000.
Called A Time to Heal, it affirmed:
Christ healed because healing itself was central to the proclamation of the new creation
(2 Corinthians 5:17), into which we are
called as we repent and believe. This is the
work of the Holy Spirit, and it is a healing
work, the work of redemption.53
By that time a great deal had been done to integrate healing into the ongoing liturgical, pastoral, and other work of Anglican churches. A
Time to Heal was able to report:
Prayer for healing is offered to individuals
during or after the usual Sunday liturgy.
The laying on of hands is widely used,
sometimes with anointing. Counseling of
various kinds is available in many parishes.
The ministry of deliverance [i.e. exorcism]
is practised in some. And, most notable of
all, increasing numbers of laity are involved.54
Participation by the laity seemed to meet with
approval, although the report commented that
“very few are properly trained or formally
commissioned.” In addition to the forms of
sacramental and pastoral healing mentioned,
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follow-up care. Those whose hopes are dashed
will understandably feel abandoned by God
and will lose faith in the possibility of longerA revival of Interest in healing in Catholicism
term improvement. Sustained healing therabegan at the grassroots level in the 19th cenpies may be more effective than a single attury, as increasing numbers of people sought
tempt to procure a miracle. As MacNutt’s own
healings at sacred sites like Lourdes. The
work demonstrated, healing may be gradual
church set up committees to examine claims of
and incremental.56 If skeletal deformities are
healings and established strict criteria for what
corrected, cancers decrease in size, or patients’
could be considered a “miracle.” But official
pain is lessened, the healing ministry is sucinterest was muted until the Second Vatican
ceeding. It succeeds even if patients simply
Council in the 1960s. Coincidentally, the charfeel better. “Psychological” or “psychosoismatic revival was in full swing, and healing
matic” conditions may be the most responsive
practices were being
to treatment, but the
introduced into Cathorecords amply show
lic worship, often withIt is still too early to conclude that the reach of spiriout the knowledge or
tual healing extends far
that the healing ministry has
approval of ecclesiastibeyond such condibeen restored and will concal authorities. Be that
tions.
as it may, the Council
tinue to flourish within the
recommended that the
Francis MacNutt also
Anglican and Catholic
anointing of the sick—
made an in-depth study
Churches. But great progress of exorcism, which he
the sacrament of “extreme unction”—once
has been made in a relatively published as Deliveragain be used even
ance from Evil Spirits.
short time… It has been
when death is not imAmong the demonic
minent. Another outnoted that this ministry offers entities that may poscome of Vatican II was
sess patients and rerich ecumenical potential.
redefinition of the sacquire exorcism are:
The… 2000 Anglican report
rament of penance as
“spirits of the occult,”
the “sacrament of rec“spirits of sin,” “spirits
noted that Christians of
onciliation.” Pope John
of trauma,” and “anceswidely
different
persuasions
Paul II would later emtral, or familiar, spircan work together in healing
phasize that it should be
its.”57 He also disregarded as a healing
cussed the removal of
without compromising what
sacrament.55
curses and preparation
they perceive as core docof patients to face
A leading proponent of
trinal
positions.
death. MacNutt recthe charismatic revival
ommends a variety of
in Catholicism was a
therapies, including
Dominican priest, Franprayer, repentance on the patient’s part, and
cis MacNutt. His extensive studies of charisthe use of blessed objects, oil, salt, and holy
matic practices and their relevance to the
water. His approach to exorcism has much in
church’s ministry were published in several
common with the Orthodox banishing of lobooks. MacNutt argued that we must foster
gismoi, but his therapies are less well intebelief in the possibility of healing as a routine
grated with routine pastoral counseling.
occurrence: not necessary dramatic or “miracuExpressing satisfaction with the progress
lous,” but still significant. In a criticism of
made, Morton Kelsey was able to report in the
Pentecostal practices, he urged caution in rais1970s:
ing patients’ expectation of instantaneous cures
and then either placing the burden on patients
This new emphasis on healing in the Christo “claim their healings” or failing to provide
tian churches is anything but an isolated
the 2000 report also made recommendations
relating to hospital and prison chaplaincy.
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phenomenon. It is worldwide… Clearly, a
new spirit is moving among men, which
speaks of their need for healing.58
Healing services have become popular in
Catholic churches, and a new awareness of
their potential has taken root. But despite
these positive developments, high-ranking
Catholic officials became nervous about the
charismatic revival. Francis MacNutt left the
Dominican order to found an ecumenical healing center in Florida—and also to marry. In
2000 the Vatican issued a directive whose ostensible purpose was to warn against insertion
of unauthorized prayers or rituals into the
Mass.59 But the directive has been interpreted
by some as an attempt to dampen the growth of
the healing ministry.
It is still too early to conclude that the healing
ministry has been restored and will continue to
flourish within the Anglican and Catholic
Churches. But great progress has been made
in a relatively short time, and certainly the
hope is that the ministry will continue to expand. It has been noted that this ministry offers rich ecumenical potential. The authors of
the 2000 Anglican report noted that Christians
of widely different persuasions can work together in healing without compromising what
they perceive as core doctrinal positions.60

Evaluation of the
Christian Healing Ministry

H

ealing is aimed at alleviating pain and
nurturing the fullness of life. It did not
begin with Christianity, but Jesus Christ offered pastoral care, demonstrated and trained
his disciples in the healing arts, and initiated
what became an active ministry in the emerging church. Christians believed that the ability
to heal was strengthened by the “gifts of the
spirit,” made available by the descent of the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost. Healing, which incorporated prayer, the laying-on of hands,
anointing with oil, and exorcism, was a sacramental practice benefiting both body and soul.
The Eastern Orthodox Churches continued
sacramental healing through the centuries.
Western Christianity allowed the healing ministry to lapse from late antiquity onward, focusing instead on atonement for sin and prepaCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

ration for death. The healings attributed to
Jesus and his disciples would eventually be
dismissed as figments of mythology or primitive superstition.
The Anglican Communion, to its considerable
credit, led the way among major western denominations to revive a healing ministry.
Healing services now form a regular feature in
many Anglican and Episcopalian churches. In
the Church of Rome, which responded later,
healing has become popular at the grassroots
level. But the commitment of higher officials
remains in doubt. Also lacking is a comprehensive theology of healing to support pastoral
care already being provided.

Healing and Professional Healthcare
Clearly there is broad overlap between the
healing ministry and professional healthcare.
Spiritual healing must be regarded as complementary to, not—as Christian Science
teaches—a substitute for, conventional medicine. The two should be viewed as parts of a
single process. In fact significant steps have
been taken to integrate the Christian healing
ministry with conventional and complementary
healing modalities. A very encouraging development is the collaboration between certain
medical intuitives and licensed medical professionals.61 The healing ministry shares with
many alternative and complementary therapies
a holistic approach to healing. It extends beyond the treatment of particular maladies to the
wellbeing of the whole person: body, soul and
spirit.
Scientific medicine made its greatest strides in
a secular environment. Sadly, those strides
were sometimes made in the face of determined religious opposition.62 However, we
might ask whether so-called secular healing
and the Christian healing ministry are really
distinct. To heal is to carry out a charge given
by Jesus Christ; and Christ’s work extends beyond the specifically religious domain. Or, to
put it another way, healing work of all kinds
taps into that power in the world to which
Christians give the name “Christ.” Vocations
in professional healthcare may be at least as
strong as they are in the Christian ministry.
And the interesting suggestion has been made
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that even conventional treatments have a “sacramental dimension.”63
Medical opinion swings back and forth between the position that the mind is an important factor in the development, treatment and
outcome of pathologies and the position that
all pathologies, including neuroses and psychoses, can be treated by medication or surgery. Modern psychiatry has become almost
totally chemicalized, while psychology has
pursued an independent path in an often uneasy relationship with the medical profession.
On the other hand it has long been recognized
that religion can play an important role in healing. Psychologist Carl Jung (1875–1961)
commented on the patients he had treated in
the latter part of his life:
It is safe to say that every one of them fell ill
because he had lost that which the living religions of every age have given to their followers, and none of them has really been
healed who did not regain his religious outlook.64
Some medical professions have recognized the
power of prayer as an element in healing,65
although attempts to demonstrate its effect in
statistical studies have been inconclusive.
Healing is now recognized to be a multifaceted
ministry, addressing patients’ needs at every
level of the personality. Building on an ageold tradition of spiritual counseling, the Orthodox Churches have played a leading role in
integrating exorcism and psychotherapy in the
treatment of neurosis and psychosis. One
commentator described counseling as “a
unique interdisciplinary ministry that is
clinically sensitive and spiritually informed.”66
Many counselors believe that they are guided
by Christ or the Holy Spirit; but effective training is also required. In both east and west it is
acknowledged that the ministry of
“deliverance,” in particular, demands the
services of highly trained professionals. And
patients with deep psychological wounds may
need the services of professional therapists
outside the religious communities to which
they belong.67
The methodologies of modern psychotherapy
are not totally different from those of the sac46

rament of penance, repentance or reconciliation. The sacrament of penance, as traditionally viewed, may have placed undue emphasis
on guilt; but it helped people unburden themselves. And if medieval theologians interpreted “healing” as the forgiveness of sin, perhaps we can reinterpret absolution as healing.
This is not to say that sin is simply another
word for sickness. People are capable of the
most heinous crimes, and to portray all of them
simply as “sick” is to render words meaningless. Having said that, many people really are
sick. They engage in destructive or selfdestructive behaviors because they are incapable of doing otherwise. If salvation means
anything it must provide the means by which
such people can be rescued from the conditions
that plague them.

Spiritual and Esoteric Healing
Significantly it was the emerging institutional
church that continued Jesus’ healing ministry,
not Gnosticism with which modern esotericists
often claims affiliation. With their strong dualistic beliefs, Gnostics had little interest in
healing the body, which was considered evil.
The entire goal of life was to escape from the
confines of physical existence. However
charismatics in the early church, contemptuously termed “Montanists” after the second
century itinerant preacher Montanus, practiced
forms of healing very similar to those of present-day Pentecostalism. Opposition to these
charismatic practices,68 and disgust at the defection to their ranks of church father Tertullian of Carthage (c.160–c.225), may well have
soured certain church leaders to healing in
general.
The healing ministry studied in this article is
characterized by a belief that physical—and
emotional and mental—ailments are amenable
to nonphysical processes which can be set in
motion by focused, purposeful intent; rituals;
and use of sacramental materials. Viewed in
this way it would be difficult to argue that
there is a qualitative difference between Christian healing and therapies recommended by
leading esoteric teachers.69 Certainly the ritual
prayers employed have a distinctive Christian
flavor, but important parallels can still be detected.
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ners, acting alone or commissioned by the
The objectives of modern esoteric healing are
church, play no more than intercessionary
to uncover the nonphysical causes of disease,
roles. No suggestion is made that practitioners
to understand the laws governing healing, and
could draw upon the power of their own higher
to train practitioners in the rules of healing.
selves to either diagnose or cure ailments.
The Christian healing ministry is well on the
Neither is there any recognition that practitioway to proficiency in some of these. For exners may work within comprehensible, univerample, the time-honored practice of laying-on
sal laws. Indeed, to the Christian practitioner,
of hands comes close to following Alice Baia healing is considered a divine intervention
ley’s rule of healing: “The healer must seek to
that violates, or at least temporarily sets aside,
link his soul, his heart, his brain and his
70
natural laws. The effectiveness of the Chrishands.” The laying-on of hands also has obtian healing ministry is likely to remain limited
vious connections with bio-energetic healing
until the “naturalness” of healing and humanmethods such as Reiki.71 And it is worth notity’s ability to bring about healings through
ing that Reiki, usually considered to be rooted
natural means are acin Buddhism, was discepted.
covered, or rediscovered, by Mikao Usui
The healing ministry studied
It will also remain limwho was raised in a
ited in the west until
in
this
article
is
characterized
Christian orphanage.
potential for intuiby a belief that physical—and the
Anointing with oil has
tive diagnosis is recobvious connections to
emotional and mental—
ognized. The very few
essential-oil therapies
intuitives like Phineas
ailments
are
amenable
to
nonand possible connecParkhurst Quimby and
physical processes which can
tions to homeopathy.72
Edgar Cayce worked
be set in motion by purposeful on the fringes of ChrisMost Christian practitianity; and their work
tioners would be recepintent, rituals, and use of sacignored or rejected
tive to the advice that
ramental materials. Viewed in was
by mainstream dehealing work must
this way it would be difficult to nominations. Church
draw upon the power
leaders should study
of love, rather than the
argue that there is a qualitathe long history of
will.73 They would
tive
difference
between
Chris“elders” in the Orthoalso be receptive to
Theosophist Geoffrey
tian healing and therapies rec- dox tradition and exwhether the enviHodson’s (1886–1983)
ommended by leading esoteric plore
ronment in which they
advice to individuals
teachers.
served could be recreaspiring to healing
ated in the west.
work:
[T]he motive should
Attempts to bridge the gap between the reliarise from a genuine and deep personal congious and esoteric understanding of ritual date
cern for both the healing from suffering of
back to the 19th century. Important parallels
particular persons and the welfare of the
between the sacraments and rituals of ceremohuman race as a whole… The suppliant
nial magic were noted by the French magus
must deeply care for all others and espeAlphonse Louis Constant (1810–1875), who
cially for those in pain.74
wrote under the pseudonym of Éliphas Lévi.
However, since the late Middle Ages, mainWhere healing in the Orthodox, Roman and
stream Christianity has been loath to admit any
Anglican Churches differs from esoteric healsuch connection, regarding magic of any coming lies mainly in their assumptions underlying
plexion as demonic in nature. Bailey’s A Treathe healing mechanism. Christian healing is
tise on White Magic is found in few seminary
believed to operate through the intervention of
libraries.
God, Jesus, Mary or a saint; while practitioCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.
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Members of the Theosophical Society also did
important bridging work. Charles Leadbeater’s (1854–1934) influential book The Science of the Sacraments, published in 1920,
made a major contribution to rationalizing our
understanding of the sacraments. After holding positions of responsibility within the Society, Leadbeater became the second presiding
bishop of the Liberal Catholic Church, whose
charter commits it to combining “Christian
sacramentalism of which the Roman Catholic,
Orthodox and Anglican Churches have long
been the principal custodians” with “the esoteric Wisdom Tradition.”75 Unfortunately,
from our standpoint, Leadbeater did not discuss healing in detail. He was content to quote
the liturgy of the Liberal Catholic Church,
which he helped develop, stating that the sacrament of “Holy Unction… is intended simply
to aid the normal processes of nature by freeing the body from lower influences and opening it to spiritual influence.”76 Also he predicted—accurately as it turned out—that healing would become more common in the years
ahead. Unfortunately, too, the Liberal Catholic
Church is not in communion with Rome, Canterbury, or the eastern patriarchates.
The work of Éliphas Lévi, the Theosophists,
Alice Bailey, and other esoteric teachers can
help place understanding of the healing process on a firmer theoretical basis. But as Bailey
notes, esoteric healing itself is still in its infancy:
[O]nly in this age and generation is it at last
possible to impart the laws of magnetic healing, and to indicate the causes of those diseases—originating in the three inner bodies—which today devastate the human
frame, cause endless suffering and pain, and
usher man through the portal which leads to
the world of bodiless existence. Only today
is man at the point in the evolution of his
consciousness where he can begin to realise
the power of the subjective worlds, and the
new and vast science of psychology is his
response to this growing interest.77
Christianity does not, at this time, accept that
individual, group and racial karma play important roles in disease; nor that the local cause
may be a blockage of soul energy between the
48

emotional and etheric bodies.78 Such technical
detail, based on Hindu and Buddhist teachings,
would not be understood by the conventional
Christianity mindset and consequently is unavailable to the Christian healing ministry.
Also beyond current Christian beliefs are esoteric teachings on the role of devic forces in
healing. Although Christianity accepts the
existence of angels, it regards them as messengers rather than agents of form-building and
form-restoring processes. However Geoffrey
Hodson, who was both a Theosophist and
priest in the Liberal Catholic Church, notes the
existence of “those agencies which restore injured forms to the original pattern and shape
under the operation of word-force… Healing
devas function under this principle.”79 No information is provided about the required
“word-force,” although prayer may be effective in sweeping healing devas into action.
Hodson also documented clairvoyant observations of some very powerful devas overseeing
the healing work in hospitals.80
The fact that the healing ministry was revived
in western Christianity at roughly the same
time as new esoteric teachings were becoming
available cannot be dismissed as pure coincidence. Both, no doubt, were parallel results of
developments in planetary consciousness. At
the dawn of the Aquarian Age we have two
great assets. One is a two-millennium-long
Christian healing ministry, preserved in an uninterrupted tradition in the east and revived in
the west. The other is the growing body of
esoteric teachings that could enhance its effectiveness. The hope is that the two can come
together.
Accommodations will have to be made on both
sides. Liberal theologians who see only a
universe of appearances governed by physical
laws—laws, no less, as they were understood
by 19th-century rather than more recent science—are a definite hindrance to progress.
Esotericists who dismiss Christianity as nothing more than “aspiration,” inferior to their
own path, pose a similar obstacle. Fortunately,
certain basic principles are already in place for
synthesis to occur. At the very least, every
Christian practitioner accepts that the healing
ministry was instituted by Christ; and every
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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esotericist accepts that healing is an expression
of the second aspect of deity which the Christ
anchored in human consciousness.
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L

ong before Helena Blavatsky used the
term “Solar Angel,” which subsequently
passed into the works of Alice Bailey, the
equivalent concept was known in the western
esoteric tradition. Guardian spirits, or guardian angels (not to be confused with their modern, trivial counterparts), were discussed by
individuals ranging from the Neoplatonist Plotinus, to St. Thomas Aquinas, to the 17thcentury Czech education reformer Comenius.
However the most complete description was
by a 14-15th-century German rabbi known as
Abraham of Worms, or Abraham the Jew.
Abraham referred to the entity as the Holy
Guardian Angel, and from his time onward
that has been the favored term in western esotericism. The Solar Angel, or Holy Guardian
Angel, serves as our long-term mentor—our
“angelic soul”—urging us forward on our evolutionary journey. Modern esoteric teachings
speak of the first conscious contact with the
Angel as a major milestone on the path of initiation.
Rabbi Abraham wrote a four-volume work that
most of us knew from a translation of a French
manuscript by S. L. “MacGregor” Mathers,
cofounder and spiritual head of the Society of
the Golden Dawn. Mathers’ called the work
The Book of the Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin,
1458. The subject of this review is a new
translation, not of the French version, but of
several German manuscripts which are much
closer to the original work. The new version,
The Book of Abramelin, is more complete and
significantly more accurate. It also provides a
wealth of information about the author (Abraham was probably a pseudonym); the mysterious Egyptian initiate Abramelin from whom
the esoteric knowledge was received; Lamech,
the equally mysterious son to whom the book
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is addressed; and the circumstances in which
the book came to be written. This information
represents years of meticulous research by the
German antiquarian Geog Dehn and the Australian esotericist Steven Guth.
Abraham clearly was an occultist in the spirit
of his time, and The Book of Abramelin provides details of a variety of invocations and
spells. For example, one is “For Friendship,
Marriage, and Love Affairs,” another is “Protecting Houses and Buildings from Earthquake
and Thunder,” and yet another is “To Make
Oneself Invisible to One’s Enemies.” There is
nothing remarkable about these spells; medieval literature was replete with magical grimoires. What is remarkable is that Abraham
dismissed the conventional reliance on magical
paraphernalia, elaborate gestures, and long
invocations to be learned by rote. Instead, he
insisted that the spells can only be used safely
and effectively after a long period of inner purification and transformation. The aspiring
magus must embrace a life of asceticism, fasting and prayer, akin to the spiritual practices of
the mystics—and indeed akin to modern esoteric disciplines.
The culmination of this long period of preparation—variously described as a minimum of 18
or 30 months—was the ability to invoke the
Holy Guardian Angel. Abraham provided a
detailed ritual procedure for doing so. This
step-by-step ritual attracted the attention of
members of the Golden Dawn, and Aleister
Crowley and others attempted to replicate it.
The ritual is performed during the feast of
Tabernacles and extends over a period of days.
It begins with a supreme invocation of the
Holy Guardian Angel, who then guides the
magus through the rest of the ritual. Numerous
“unredeemed spirits” appear and must be subjugated. Only after the magician has “faced
his demons” can he receive the Angel and enter into sublime and ecstatic union, a “mystic
marriage.” In response the magician is urged:
51
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Plead and beg that in future—and for the
rest of your life—he will not remove his
guardianship from you. Ask that he will
guide and control you on all the roads and
byways of Adonai [German: Herr]. Ask
him especially to stand by you in this work
of sacred wisdom and magic… [p. 107]
Interestingly the Angel is referred to in masculine terms, although some authorities have
suggested that a man’s Holy Guardian Angel
manifests in female form, and a woman’s in
male form.
The Book of Abramelin is a “must-read” for all
who are interested in the Holy Guardian Angel, or Solar Angel—whether or not there is a
desire to contact the Angel through ritual, and
a corresponding willingness to commit to the
ascetic preparation required. The book is also
highly recommended for all who are fascinated
by medieval esoteric literature and the religious, political and social environment of the
times. For example, Dehn explains that Abraham’s parents were among the few Jews to
survive the Black Death and the ensuring pogroms in which Jews were blamed for the
plague: “[I]n the three towns in which this
story unfolds—Speyer, Worms and Mainz—
the entire Jewish population was driven away
and only allowed to return in 1356.” [p. xxii]
We also learn that Abraham himself became an
adviser to Pope Martin V and Antipope John
XXIII. And in 1423 he wrote to the Emperor
John II prophesying the collapse of the Byzantine Empire [pp. 325-6]; the empire fell to the
Ottoman Turks 30 years later.
Editorial staff

Raising Lazarus: Integral Healing in Orthodox Christianity, edited by Stephen
Muse. Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 2004.
Paperback, 261 pages. $US19.95.

R

aising Lazarus is a essential reading for
anybody interested in spiritual healing—or
interested in modern developments in Eastern
Orthodoxy. The book is a collection of papers
presented at a 2002 meeting of the Orthodox
Christian Association of Medicine, Psychology
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and Religion. The contributors came from
North America and the United Kingdom.
By way of background we recall that, by the
high Middle Ages, western Christianity had
turned Jesus’ extensive healing work from a
response of human suffering into a demonstration of his own divinity, terminated the healing
ministry of the early church, placed restrictions
on care of the sick by the monasteries, and outlawed surgery. However, as an article in this
issue of the Esoteric Quarterly points out, an
active healing ministry survived in Eastern
Orthodox Christianity from the time of the
apostles and the desert fathers to the present.
Although spiritual healing recently made a
comeback in western churches, it is to the east
that we must turn to find a healing tradition so
rich in experience.
The Eastern Orthodox theologians, pastors,
physicians, and psychotherapists who contributed to the book have a lot to tell us about this
important area of service. They are all firmly
rooted in their Orthodox faith and supportive
of its liturgical and sacramental traditions.
They are also well-acquainted with modern
medicine, psychology, and counseling modalities. It is the contributors’ profound insights
into cross-disciplinary healing modalities that
make this book so important. They provide
some eye-openers for those of us schooled in
western religious or healthcare traditions.
The importance of sacramental healing, in the
Orthodox tradition, is based on strong belief in
the unity of body and soul. American general
surgeon Peter Bistolarides quotes the 14thcentury saint, Gregory Palamas: “The word
Man is not applied to either soul or body separately, but to both together, since they have
been created in the image of God.” [p. 32].
Bistolarides goes on to explain the need for
holistic consciousness on the part of the practitioner as well as the patient:
The care of the patient [must] not only address the non-physical manifestations of
physical illness, but also to diagnose patients
in a complete and accurate manner… Nurturing of the soul is especially important,
and requires a life rooted in the Orthodox
Christian faith, embodied as full participaCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007
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tion in the liturgical and sacramental life of
the Church. Experienced spiritual guidance
is especially important, as one’s life needs to
be examined and re-examined on an ongoing
basis, in order to continue the journey towards God. [pp. 36-37]
Several of the contributors comfortably discuss
issues of spirit possession, a topic that most
westerners either scorn or shy away from for
lack of competence. It turns out that Eastern
Orthodox believers readily embrace the notion
of logismoi, which can be interpreted as “demons,” in the biblical sense, but—as Harvard
psychiatrist Jeff Rediger explains—can alternatively be viewed as elementals or negative
thoughtforms. Helping patients rid themselves
of the influence of logismoi constitutes a major
concern in the Orthodox healing ministry.
The longest paper, by British psychotherapist
Jamie Moran, addresses the need for asceticism. This may not be what western readers

want to hear. As Moran points out: “Ascetical
practices are often hard and pained, go against
common sense and our supposedly ‘natural’
inclinations and feelings.” [p. 149] We must
go to hell and back in order to convince ourselves that there is a heaven. Ascetic discipline is necessary if we want to reorder our
priorities to give the higher nature control over
the lower. The signs of success, Moran goes
on, “are a growth in strength, compassion, understanding, patience, humility and wisdom.”
[p. 163] He emphasizes that most of us are not
called to stay with the hermits in the desert but,
with the experience gained, to return to the
city, ready to serve, to heal, “not to rest until
the world is saved.” [p. 205]
Raising Lazarus contains a wealth of thoughtprovoking information, and we highly recommend it to all our readers.
Editorial staff

News from the School

Subjective
Group Conference

I

n the last issue of The Esoteric Quarterly we
wrote about the open invitation we are issuing for the 2007 Subjective Group Conference.
This annual conference, which has been held
each spring on the inner planes since 1962, has
until now been for the members of the School
for Esoteric Studies only. Now we are opening
it up to those in the larger subjective group
who might like to participate in this powerful
group service. It covers the period of the three
Spring Festivals, during which time the group
studies and meditates on a common theme.
Following this period (that is, during June) the
group members gather the insights they received and send them in to the School office.
The staff then compiles a booklet from these
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2007.

insights and sends it out to all participants, so
that they can share in what is essentially a
group revelation. The experience of this
rhythmic event over these many years has
made it clear that the group mind is greatly
enhanced and enriched by this experience. We
are sure that the radiatory power resulting from
this group work contributes substantially to the
working out of the Plan.
The Conference will extend from just before
the Easter Full Moon to just after the Goodwill
Full Moon—March 31 to June 2, 2007. The
topic we will all study and meditate on is “Cooperation with the Hierarchy in the Working
Out of the Plan.” Those who participate will
be sent, by pdf email attachment, a compilation
of writings on this topic, mainly from the Tibetan Master Djwhal Khul. This Conference
Set will include a meditation format and sug53
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gested seed thoughts to be employed during
the five days of each Full Moon period. During the remaining days of each month a few
moments can be added to our normal daily
meditation in order to keep in touch with the
group mind. Then, after the Festival period is
over, everyone is invited to send in their insights, in as brief or lengthy a form as desired.
We chose this theme in order to strengthen the
larger group thoughtform during the coming
higher interlude of the year. During this time
the Arcane School’s keynote for the spring
conference is “Let the group reveal the fact of
the kingdom of God, the planetary Hierarchy.”
We envision that the activities of all esoteric
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groups during the three spring Festivals can be
synthesized into one powerful expression—an
unstoppable force—as long as there is the consciousness of the intention and the personal
commitment and activity to anchor that intention.
There is no charge for receiving the Conference Set and other materials by pdf attachment. A hardcopy is available to those who
would like one, in return for a suggested donation of US$20.00 to cover the time and materials. We invite all who would like more information, or who would like to receive the materials, to email us at ses@main.nc.us.
Dr. John Cobb
President
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